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Introduction
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The iPod touch has a huge amount of potential in the classroom to revolutionize the way students learn and
teachers teach. This exhibit is a living document to share in this vision and offer ways that the classroom teacher
can use the iPod touch creatively and easily with their students.

This exhibit is a collection of stories by some educators who have joined together to share in this vision. Using
the techniques here, they have aimed to model these techniques to show what is possible. Please enjoy the
exhibit and put it to good use. Together we can make mobile learning come to life and change the world of
education one pocket and set of earbuds at a time!
 

iTouch flashcards

iTouch flashcards (visual flashcards on the iPod) 
The iPod touch can display photos seamlessly synched from any iPhoto library via iTunes.

Drill and practice, although lower-level thinking, is crucial for student retention of facts. Research shows that
students' recall and memory will be increased when visuals are added to the memory-creating process. When
recall is required for student learning, use the iPod touch to practice by creating iTouch flashcards.

Even more effective than students practicing the iTouch flashcards is allowing students to CREATE flashcard sets
of their own. Fellow students can exchange iTouch flashcards and learn from each other, while they rarely need to
review the flashcards that they, themselves created.

Workflow for this project includes:
 

1. Create Keynote 
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Create a keynote presentation with key concepts and facts.

Encourage student-created graphics and images
Remind students of destination iPod screen size for

easiest viewing
One slide with a question; next slide with the answer

 

 

2. Export to iPhoto 
Export the keynote slides to iPhoto photos.

File > Export > Images
Create a new folder to save the images in.
Drag the folder icon on top of iPhoto icon to import

images into iPhoto.

 

3. Create iPhoto album 
Create an iPhoto album with the imported photos.

Select all the photos from your "Last Import"
File > New Album From Selection
Name your album

 

4. Synch iPod Touch 
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Synch the iPhoto album to the iPod Touch.

Plug in the iPod Touch
In iTunes, click on your device and then the Photos tab
Select the check box next to the photo albums that you

want to synch, and then click 'Apply.'

 

5. Practice flashcards on iPod Touch 
Practice the flashcards by viewing the photos on the iPod
Touch.

Photos can be viewed as a slideshow, with the student
waiting in between each slide, or by manually advancing the
slides by dragging the finger across the touch screen.

 

Extensions and Resources 
Tip: To easily move folders of images from one computer to another, consider compressing the folder into a
zipped file (Control-Click on the folder > Compress).

Additional Student-Created iTouch Flashcards can be downloaded from the linked "iFlashcard Sets" Media Gallery.
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Lesson Planning & Sharing on the Go

Introduction 
It can be said that keeping an organized planbook is essential to a successful teacher and smooth functioning
classroom. It has also been said that a plan book is really just a "living document" of what will and has occurred
in your classroom. What better way to manage these ideas that with a digital tool...the iPod touch!
 

iPod touch Calendar 
The Tool for Portable Digital Diary of Your Classroom
Teaching

With the iPod touch in hand, keeping a digital plan
book is easy, convenient, and dare we say fun! The
iPod touch can make your plan book portable and easy
to access anytime and anywhere where it is
convenient! Just reach into your pocket and you can
start planning out or carrying out the activities of your
classroom! 

To use the iPod touch as a classroom lesson planning tool, follow these steps:

1. On your Mac using iCal, set up separate calendars for each subject or period you teach.
2. Using iTunes, sync these calendars to the iPod touch. This can be done by selecting the iPod and making

sure the calendars are selected in the Info section of the iPod summary tabs. You can also just sync all
calendars as well.

3. The calendars you synced will now appear in the Calendar app on your iPod touch.
4. To add a new lesson (event) to your calendar for a particular class or subject directly on your iPod touch,

navigate to that class or subject calendar, then just click the + button at the top of the Calendar app screen.
The Add New Event screen will appear.

5. After filling in the information as desired, you have now added to your plan book on the fly! Once you sync
back with your Mac, your lesson will be added to the calendar on your Mac automatically!
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iCal 
Using Mac OS X's Calendar Application to Extend Your iPod's
Calendar Features

In addition to the usefulness and convenience of their iPod
touch for on-the-fly lesson planning, teachers can extend
their iPod's Calendar application to their desktop Mac using
iCal, the free, easy to use calendering program of Mac OS X.
If you have never used iCal, there is another ALI exhibit
which can get you up to speed on the basics in no time!
They can be found here: Apple Learning Interchange - iPlan
with iCal [http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/story.php?itemID=13154] 

Using iCal, it is very easy to manipulate & edit calendar events than on your iPod touch. For example, one of the
nicest features of iCal is the ability to drag and drop events, thus making is very easy for you to rearrange your
schedule in a moments notice. iCal is also the conduit that iTunes uses to sync the calendar data on your Mac to
your iPod touch so learning to use iCal will help you make the most of using your iPod touch in the classroom. 

To put this concept of iCal as the master manipulator of calendar data for your iPod touch, try this scenario:

1. Make the changes in iCal to one of your plan book calendars. It could be the rearrangement, removal, or
addition of a lesson.

2. Resync the updated calendar to your iPod using iTunes.
3. Your updated plan book will now appear on your iPod touch ready for you to use, right out of your pocket!
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Google Calendar 
Viewing Your iCal Planbook on the Mobile Web

Beyond iCal and the iPod's Calendar app itself,
teachers can take their plan book to the mobile
web using Google Calendar, the free online
calendar application from Google that works and
acts nearly like iCal. With its recent support of the
CalDAV standard, Google Calendar now allows
read-write capabilities from iCal to Google
Calendar! This means that you can enter and edit
calendars using either iCal on your Mac offline then sync it up to web or using Google Calendar in any web
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browser if you are online. To set up iCal to connect with Google Calendar, you will to follow the steps found at
this website: Google Calendar CalDAV support - Calendar Help Center
[http://www.google.com/support/calendar/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=99358] 

One of the best features of Google Calendar is that it even offers a custom interface for viewing calendars on
mobile devices such as your iPod touch's Safari web browser! Once you have set up Google Calendar, you can
access your plan book on the web at anytime you have a WiFi connection with iPod touch:

1. Launch your iPod touch's Safari browser and go to the Google Calendar web address:
http://www.google.com/calendar [http://www.google.com/calendar]

2. Sign in to your Google account and you will be able to view all of your calendars!
3. If you want, you can also Quick Add an event to your main Google Calendar. Then, the next time you are in

iCal on your Mac or Google Calendar on a desktop web browser, you can then move that event to any other
calendar.

For more specific information about using Google Calendar on a mobile device such as your iPod touch, see this
website: Google Calendar for Mobile - Calendar Help Center [http://www.google.com/support/calendar/bin/topic.py?topic=15306]
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Observing the Sky
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Currently there are four planetarium apps for the iPod Touch which allow easy exploration of the sky. Teachers
probably want to select one planetarium app. The handheld planetariums allow students to easily locate planets
and constellations in their local sky and around the world. They can test their predictions and apply their
knowledge and understanding of the relationship of the sun, moon and planets.
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StarMap [http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284408099&mt=8]

GoSkyWatch [http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284980812&mt=8]

iAstronomica [http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284928168&mt=8]

Uranus [http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284969145&mt=8]
 

Constellations 
Students can easily become familiar with their local night
sky and explore the changes during the year. They can
use the planetarium to compare the night sky in the
northern and southern hemisphere. The attached lesson

provides a list of constellations for students to explore.
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In addition to the planetariums there are several additional apps that share moon and solar data.
 

Observe Other Locations 
The app Darkness
[http://phobos.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=291369268&mt=8] quickly displays daily the sunrise, sunset,
moonrise, and moonset for any city in the world. The data is
does not require internet access, but unfortunately doesn't
allow a user to look at other dates.

Students can work in teams with each team observing a
different group of cities. Use a quick list from the web for
latitude and longitude to select appropriate cities.

Latitude and Longitude of World Cities

Latitude and Longitude of US Cities
[http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0001796.html]

 

Questions to explore:

How does latitude affect day length?
How does longitude affect sunrise and sunset?

 
 

Solstice and Equinox 
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Observing the sunrise and sunset locally throughout the entire year encourages students to apply the relationship
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of the earth's orbit and the sun. Students could take local photographs over the entire year, but the handheld
planetarium allows students to explore these relationships easily from their own city as well as from anywhere in
the world. 
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Using one of the planetarium programs snap pictures of the sunset and sunrise on March 20, June 21, September
22, and December 21. To snap a picture of the screen on the iPod Touch holding down the menu button and tap
the power button.

Photos from the iPod Touch can be used in iPhoto on the Touch or synced back to a computer.
 

This lesson explores the position of the sun at sunrise and
sunset during the equinox and solstice. Students should be able
to predict the time of the year with information on the location
of the sun in the sky at sunrise, sunset and noon. Use the app

SunCompass after this lesson.
 

Utilities As Teaching & Learning Tools

So Much More Than Just a Media Player 
The iPod has long been the quintessential media player for the classroom, offering the ability to play music and
audio as well as view photos & video with ease. These features have certainly allowed the iPod to become
recognized as a valuable tool for sharing media in the classroom. However, with the iPod touch and some of it
built-in utilities, the iPod now has the power to become so much more than just a media player for teaching and
learning!

By simply using the built-in Utility applications that come with iPod touch, a teacher and their students can
greatly enhance their educational experience just by using their fingers and what the iPod offers out of the box!
Here are just a few ways that some of the built-in tools that ship with the iPod touch can make teaching and
learning even better!
 

Teaching Financial Literacy Using Stocks 
Many students are aware that topics which are consistently
in the news such as banking and finances are important but
they sometimes struggle with understanding how these
matter relate to their lives now and in the future. In
addition, with financial literacy listed an important 21st
century skills kids must learn about, capturing and applying
student curiosity about the stock market can be a great way
for teachers to introduce many important economic
concepts in the classroom. One way to tap into this learning
concept can be done using the Stocks application on the
iPod touch. Using that application and device, a teacher turn a simple task like tracking stocks into important and
valuable learning experience about finances. Here's a concept of how:
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1. Using the iPod, you as the teacher (or your students) can choose several key stocks to track the period of a
specific time period, as short as a week or perhaps as long a month. To record your findings, simply take
screenshots of the iPod touch after checking the stocks at the same time day over the tracking period.

2. Using the screenshots as proof, use the data in the Stocks application screenshots to enter the data into
aYou can use a spreadsheet program on your computer such as Number or Microsoft Excel. To go a step
further, you could even use a web-based spreadsheet program on your iPod touch such as EditGrid or Zoho
Sheet!

3. From there, the data that has been gathered can be used a myraid of economic or personal finance
exercises such as compare their data with other students, tracked data to market averages, etc.

4. As an added bonus, when the findings are captured using spreadsheet or presentation software, the
screenshots can even be used as excellent visuals to accompany and support where the data came from!
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Checking the Weather from Your Pocket! 
With climate change at the forefront of 21st century topics
facing young people and with young people need to know
about importance of weather because of the profound
affect that it has on our every day lives, the iPod touch's
Weather application can be a simple tool to help introduce
into these concepts into classroom learning. Here is one
way that this can be done:

1. Using the iPod, you as the teacher (or your students)
can track the weather for your city or several cities
over period of a specific time period, as short as a week or perhaps as long a month. To record your
findings, again take screenshots of the iPod touch after checking the stocks at the same time day over the
tracking period.

2. Referring to the screenshots, use the data within the Weather application screenshots to enter the data into
a spreadsheet. You can use a spreadsheet program on your computer such as Number or Microsoft Excel. To
go a step further, you could even use a web-based spreadsheet program on your iPod touch such as
EditGrid or Zoho Sheet!

3. From there, the data that has been gathered can be used a myraid of weather analysis exercises such as
compare their data with past weather trends, using the data to predict upcoming weather patterns, etc.
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4. As an added bonus, images from the screenshots can even be used as excellent visuals to accompany the
data used whether its in a spreadsheet, a presentation, or even a podcast about weather trends for your
community!
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Making Time Work for You with Clock 
Time is always a challenge for any teacher or student in the
classroom. With the iPod touch, there are several handy and
useful features that the Clock application can provide,
making your classroom run smoother and help you in
making the most of teaching and learning. Here's how:

World Clock
The World Clock allows you to add multiple clocks to show
the time in major cities and time zones around the world.
This can be very handy if you are trying to contact
colleagues or students in another time zone or plan to travel to a conference or field trip to another time zone
and what to know what time it is at home!

The World Clock is pretty smart and can give you a lot of info at a glance. For example, the clock face will be
white at daytime and black at nighttime. Furthermore, it can automatically account for daylight savings time!
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Alarm Clock
The Alarm Clock allows you to set an alert at a specified time of day. This can be useful if you want to remind
yourself of a key time during a lesson or about an important meeting you have. If you are a student, it might be
remind yourself of a group meeting or help you remember an assignment that needs to be done by a specific
time.
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Stopwatch
The Stopwatch allows you time how long an event occurs. This can be useful if you keep track of how much time
you are spending in the delivery of a lesson or presentation. If you are a student, it might be a way to keep track
of time as part of an assignment such as a science experiment.
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Timer
The Timer allows you to set an alert after a specified period of time. The Timer is different from the alarm
because the Timer is not tied to a specific time of day. This can be useful if you want to countdown to an activity
within your classroom. If you are a student, it might be a way to help countdown accurately over a specific time
period such as managing time effectively as part of a group discussion exercise that the teacher has given you a
set amount of time to work with.
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Crunching Numbers with Calculator 
One of the most basic and important tasks of a teacher
spends time doing is a lot of grading. The iPod touch can
help here as well, making its versatility and straight
forward use in the classroom, even more obvious to the
classroom teacher.

With the simple Calculator application, you can spend less
time on tedious tasks such as adding or averaging all
those grades you manage. Furthermore, if you need to
use a scientific calculator for math or science class, just
turn the iPod sideways and the Calculator app will morph into one!

For students, the iPod touch calculator can help make quick work of some number crunching and eliminate the
need to carry a calculator to class since your iPod has one built in!
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Taking Note Quickly with Notes 
As teachers, we are usually jotting down notes of all kinds as
a part of our work. Often times, teachers will have their desk
littered with Post-It Notes or be frantic searching for an
important note they made for themselves while grading
some paper. Students, too, will often want to write down
questions for their teacher while they work through a
problem or scratch some thoughts down to remember later
after class has ended.

The Pod touch's Notes application is perfect for both of these
scenarios. Just click on the application and a friendly legal notepad appears for you to type down your ideas. If
you want review your notes, you can use the arrows at the bottom. If you want to send a note to someone and
you have email setup on your iPod, you can send it electronically to yourself or someone else. Best of all, after
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you are done with a note, just hit Trash to throw it away...no paper wasted!
 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/notes.png]
 

Science Tools

Science Applications 
The list of iPod Touch aps for the science classroom continues to grow. Searching in the Apple Store Aps in the
categories of education, games, productivity, and utilities locates these gems. Imagine what you can have instant
access to! Explore these applications in the Apple Store and they will lead you to additional applications.
 

Measurement and Time 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/measure.jpg]
The iPod Touch can quickly measure length or record time. Students can quickly measure the same object in
centimeter or inches. The level and angle measurement in clinometer is a great addition for measuring raps or
leveling lab equipment. 
LabTimer (free) has more options than the stopwatch and timer included in the clock application. There are four
separate timers that can easily be named and used as a stopwatch or a timer. 
 

iMeasure (.99) and Caliper (.99) turns the iPod touch into a
ruler or an easy to use measure that can be calibrated for
the edge of the Touch.
Shake TapeMeasure (free) and it switches from inches to
centimeters

 

Clinometer (.99) quickly measures the slope or inclination.
It is easy to lock a reading and when it’s level on a surface
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it displays a bubble view.

 

Additional Tools 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/tools.jpg]
GraphCalc (free) graphs one to four equations. The trace option gives an x and y coordinate as a finger slides
along the graph.

iChoose (free) is a no frills, coin toss, dice roll, card choice or a random number generator. Use it to collect
probability data or create student teams!
 

ChemTouch (.99) just one of several periodic tables. Pack
your tool bag with at least one! The easy to use interface
visualizes mass, density, boiling point, melting point, radius
and electronegativity. Each element is linked to the wikipedia
article.

 

 

 

Units is a free application with a ruler. Entering a single
measurement quickly converts on a single display TapConvert
(.99) is a unit converter with a very easy interface and every unit
imaginable. A measurement converts to another chosen unit.

 

Use the Accelerometer 
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Cradle (free) Nothing really replaces the real thing, but this is great fun! 
Seismometer (.99) measures movement in two axes. It draws the results on a rolling logarithmic or linear scale.
Simulate the earthquake in the lab and record the results. 
RC Physics is free roller coaster physics in your pocket. Put your iPod Touch in a snug pocket and ride the roller
coaster! Graphs gravity force data over time. and even sends the data via email! 
PocketDyno Lite (free) calculates horsepower. The free version of PocketDyno will measure horsepower of an
accelerating car, but does not provide the option of adding the actual weight of the car and passenger.
 

Games 
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Cannon Challenge (free) from the Discovery Channel uses velocity and elevation controls to fire on targets.

LifeGame (free) Conway’s Game of Life includes a library of patterns to test. If you want to know more explore
the LifeGame article [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conway's_Game_of_Life] in Wikipedia. It’s hard to create a pattern because
the controls are not accurate enough, but this application is a great way to discuss this zero sum game.

Enigmo ($1.99) was voted the best phone game at the WWDC ’08. It is a 3D puzzle game that engages students
in applying laws of motion to direct the flow of liquid. Try it!

Spore LE the lite version of Spore is free unfortunately you can only play the first level of the game. The full game
is fairly addicting and since each level is only a minute or two long it’s easy to play in class and save the game.
Thomas Near stated “it’s evolutionary mechanism to be "seriously messed up” there’s still plenty to talk about.
Explore commentary on Spore [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spore_(2008_video_game)] in Wikipedia.
 

Data Collection in the Science Lab

Paper or iPod Touch 
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Collecting data in the science lab or out in the field is often completed with paper and pencil. The data is then
reentered on a laptop to compose a graph or share data with other lab partners. The iPod Touch provides several
options for data entry directly on the iPod and then shared to a computer or through email.
 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/1_allthree2.jpg]
This section will review three options for editing and saving data on an iPod Touch; Google Docs, Mobile Files Pro
and iSpreadsheet. These were selected because they allow data entry on the iPod Touch as well as the ability to
save the completed file to a computer. All allow landscape view. Each application continues to provide updates
that are improving their ability to enter functions as well as copy and paste. Try these apps and choose the one
that fits your needs.
 

Google Mobile App 
Google Docs can be viewed and edited on the Touch. Google
Mobile App
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=284815942&mt=8] provides quick and easy access to Google
services. Until recently you could only read the spreadsheets,
but now they can be edited on the iPod.
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The files can’t be created on an iPod Touch, but you can
edit existing cells, add new rows, and sort columns. The
online spreadsheets are great for viewing data and are easily
shared with a group of users.

 

Sometimes data collection on the Touch needs to be done without concern for an internet connection. Mobile Files
Pro and iSpreadsheet allow users to work offline, complete data entry and upload the file to Google Docs, email
the complete file or upload the completed excel spreadsheet.
 

iSpreadsheet 
iSpreadsheet [http://www.savysoda.com/iSpreadsheet/] ($3.99) is
the same spreadsheet in Documents
[http://www.savysoda.com/documents/] ($4.99) Documents includes
a text editor and access to google documents, not only
spreadsheets. Try either app with a free version. The free
version includes ads. A data collection sheet can be

created easily in iSpreadsheet, or a file can be downloaded from a Google Doc spreadsheet. Formulas are easy to
add and there is a copy and paste feature. The data can be saved to a google docs or emailed as a .csv file that
will easily open in Numbers or Excel.
 

iSpreadsheet Lab Example 
Click to download an example of collecting and using
data in iSpreadsheet.

 

Mobile Files Pro 
Mobile FIles Pro ($9.99) is the upgrade to Mobile Files
(free). Mobile Files allows easy access to an iDisk or the
desktop of the computer. The Pro version is required to
edit an excel file on the Touch. Excel files can be easily
moved from the computer or a MobileMe account.
Updated files can be saved, emailed or moved back to

the computer.
 

MobileFile Pro Lab Example 
Click to download an example of collecting and using
data in MobileFile Pro.

 

Summary 
Consider how you want the collected data to be shared and stored and if you have easy access to the internet
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during data collection. iSpreadsheet is the easiest choice for creating and entering data directly on the iPod
Touch. Data can be edited in landscape view, not just read. Formulas can be copies and pasted after creation.
Mobile Files Pro is a great choice when an Excel file needs to be moved to the iPod, edited and then returned to
the computer.
 

Create a Spreadsheet for Data 
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Storage After Data Collection 
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Taking the iTouch to the Gym!

iPod Touch w/ Nike + 
When Nike and Apple joined together to create the
Nike+ for the iPod nano, it changed the way health
and physical education teachers use technology. PE
teachers no longer have to use a stop watch,
clipboard, and pencil. Instead teachers can now have
students use their iPod to track their distance and
speed. With the release of the iPod Touch (2nd
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Generation), the Nike+ software is now built in to the
iPod. Students can access this software just like they
would access any other app on their iPod. With the
new Nike+ software, students can track calories
burned using cardio machines (ellipticals, stair
machines, and treadmills). After students are done
exercising they can then sync their iPod with their
mac. iTunes will then send their workout information
to the Nike+ website. Students can track their
progress over time, set goals, and compete with their
classmates.

 

Other Great Exercising Apps! 
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Cardio App 
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Cardio App - Cardio App allows your students to track
their progress on a variety of different exercises. These
could include jogging, walking, lifting weights, or even
playing Nintendo Wii. You can even edit the app to add
your own types of exercise activities. So if your students
attend football practice for two hours, they can add that
to the app as an activity. The difference between this app
and the Nike+ is it will not automatically collect your data
as you exercise or graph it when you sync to iTunes. You
can also use this app with the first generation iPod touch,
unlike Nike+. After students are finished with workouts,
they can then enter their data into the iPod touch.
Students can then take their exercise data and use
Numbers to create a chart and graph.

 

Using Keynote w/ Cardio App 

 

RunCalc 
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RunCalc- RunCalc is a great application for students who
do not want to manually enter their data or simply are tired
of using a stopwatch! RunCalc will track your time,
distance, and pace! With this app you can preset distances
to help you work towards a goal. Just like Cardio App
students can take data from their workouts and enter it
into a keynote document to help chart progress.

 

iFitness 
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iFitness- This app is super for students who are new to
lifting weights in the weight room. Sometimes it is difficult
for a physical education teacher to supervise 30 students
lifting weights in a weight room. This app will help educate
students on proper form of the lifting exercise as well as
what muscles it will strengthen or tone. With the iFitness
app students can create their own workouts manually or
select from six preset workouts. iFitness includes both text
directions along with visual pictures of correct lifting.

 

Health and Nutrition

Health and Nutrition 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/1_intro.jpg]
Awareness of the amount of calories consumed is an asset when trying to maintain your health. A healthy
teenager need around 2000 calories per day to maintain weight. If you consume more calories than you use your
weight will go up. Helping students be aware of where calories are found and the number in each serving is a
challenge. Using iPod touch applications the students are involved and astonished with what they find.
 

Do You Really Know What You Are Eating? 
Students learn about the nutritional value of their favorite
restaurant meals.

Students can select a meal they would choose at  favorite
restaurant. Students can then determine the total calories
they consume in their meal, using the Restaurant Nutrition
app. Students will find total fat grams, total grams of
carbohydrate and grams of protein, sodium and sugars for
their meal.
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Lesson plan:Do you really know what you are eating 
PDF contains lesson plans for Do you
really know what you are eating

 

FastFood and Nutrition 
Students  using the Fast Food Calorie Counter will write down
their preferred fast food restaurant and the items they usually
choose when they eat there. and calculate number of calories
consumed.

Using the app HealthCalc find their ideal weight and the
calories they need to maintain that weight.

 

 

Lesson Plan: FastFood and Nutrition 
PDF contains lesson plans for FastFood and Nutrition

 

Calorie Counting 
Make students aware of the calories foods have and how
much work it takes to burn those excess calories .
Using the app Restaurant  Nutrition to calculate calories. 
Using Health Calc check what exercises burn more calories.

 

Lesson Plan: Calorie Counting 
PDF contains lesson plans for Calorie Counting

 

Moving for Calories 
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Using iSteps or Steps or classroom pedometers to record data.
Use various equipment to “burn” calories. Have prizes at the end
of class for calories burned

 

Lesson Plan: Moving for Caloried 
PDF contains lesson plans for Moving for Calories

 

Geography on the Go: Google Maps & Earth

Geography - A 21st Century Skill 
Having been identified as a key skill for 21st Century Learning, teaching geography in the classroom today is an
important and necessary skill area for today's teachers to address. As our world becomes increasing connected
globally, students must have a sound knowledge of the world's physical features, as well as social, economic, and
political events influenced by geography.

With such a tall order to fill, teachers can creatively use the portable power of the iPod touch to make geography
lessons fun, engaging, and relevant to students. Using both the built-in Maps application as well as Google Earth
for iPhone & iPod touch, the iPod touch can become a power tool to teach & learn geography skills on the go!
This section aims to detail some simple techniques about how the iPod touch can make this all possible.
 

Google Maps Basics for Teachers
As an iPod touch equipped teacher, you can use the
basic Google Maps application to perform all sorts of
simple geographic activities right from the palm of
your hand. Many of these tasks can make getting
around a little easier on the go without needing or
having access to the full web-based version of Google
Maps. Here are some ways a teacher might make use
of the iPod touch version of Google Maps:

Finding your current approximate geographic location - Very handy if you are not at home or school but
have WiFi access where you are!

Quickly finding how to get to a contact's place of business or home - Using their info from your Contact
application, you can get there fast for an interview, meeting or appointment.

Searching for a particular business or similar points of educational interest - Locate places of interest that
are nearby you (i.e. - local coffee shops, museums, libraries, bookstores, etc.)

View live traffic (if available) - This can make easy to find a quicker way to get around
Plot routes to destinations - Use the Directions feature of iPod touch's Google Maps to get directions for field

trips, class outings, etc.
Change views to get more familiar with an area - Using the Map, Satellite or Hybrid you can get an aerial

view of a vicinity either to get a better sense of its surroundings, (see screenshot below).
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Google Maps Basics For Students
Google Maps on the iPod touch can also serve many uses to students as well. Whether part of a learning activity
or just as a reference tool, Google Maps on the iPod touch may be just enough or just right instead of having to
use the full web-based version of Google Maps to get the job done! Here of some simple uses of Google Maps on
the iPod touch that might be applicable for students:

Searching for a study spot on the go - Locate places of educaitonal interest that are nearby you (i.e. - local
coffee shops, museums, libraries, bookstores, etc.)

Locate famous locales in a flash - Finding locations you are studying to see how far they are from you, how
they look from the sky, etc.

Changing views to see geography in a whole new way - Change views to Map, Satellite or Hybrid , or List;
allowing you to see how geography has influenced the development of a historical building or location.

Marking any location you need to reference quickly - Use the Drop Pin feature in Google Maps, (see
screenshot below) to bookmark any geographic location you want to revisit again and again quickly during in a
lesson or project.
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Beyond the Basics - Google MyMaps for Mobile 
What if you need to load more than one location into
Google Maps on your iPod touch? Say you want to
see a group of landmarks or different sites to be
studied at the same time; you can do this easily by
using the Google My Maps for mobile website to load
a Google My Map right onto your iPod touch!

MyMaps for Mobile is a Google web application that
has been created to provide easy access to your
Google My Maps on your mobile devices such as the
iPod touch or iPhone. To get started using this tool, follow these simple instructions:

1. Create a custom map by logging into Google Maps on a computer [http://maps.google.com/]and then create and
save a custom map in My Maps.

2. While still in Google Maps on a computer, collaborate your map with mymapsmobile@smtp2web.com.
3. On your mobile device, go to http://mymapsmobile.appspot.com [http://mymapsmobile.appspot.com] and login with

your Google Account.
4. A web based interface will appear on screen, (see screenshot below). Simply click on the folded map icon for

your custom map to automatically load it into iPod touch's native Google Maps application!
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Using the method above, you can quickly load a Google My Map onto your iPod Touch or iPhone, (as seen below).
While this is much easier to read & navigate than a web-based version of Google Maps running in mobile Safari,
there are a few limitations to be aware of in the current version of Google Maps for the iPod touch:

only placemarks work (regions, for example, will not be recognized)
descriptions are not supported
there is a 100 point limit
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Wow...The Whole Planet in Your Pocket! 
Just one experience with it and you are sure to agree
that Google Earth on the iPod touch and iPhone is one
of most exciting mobile geography applications that
have been released to date. With this amazing, popular
FREE download from the iTunes App Store
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=293622097&mt=8], you now have the power to scour the
globe right from the palm of your hand. Using just
some simple finger gestures & a tilt of the wrist, you
can access the same global imagery and 3D terrain
used in the desktop version of Google Earth for your computer.
 

Using Google Earth for iPod touch in the Classroom 
While Google Earth for iPhone and iPod touch is just downright fun to use, there are many practicial uses for both
the classroom teacher as well as the student. With Google Earth for iPhone and iPod touch, here are some ways
you can use it for teaching and learning:

• Using the 'Location' feature to fly to your current location - Quickly & easily show and/or see in detailed
animation where you are in geographically located on the globe any place you have WiFi!
• Viewing the Panoramio layer to browse geo-located photos from around the world - Access high quality
user-contributed photographs from landmarks and locations from across the globe.
• Viewing geo-located Wikipedia articles - Access geo-tagged entries from the world largest user-created
encyclopedia with facts and information about geographic locations you may be exploring.
• Searching for cities, places and business around the globe with Google Local Search - Find & "fly" to
locations of interest on demand in relation to where you are located in the world.
• Adjust your view in 3D detail - By just titling your iPod touch, you can use Google Earth to see mountainous
terrain in 3D or study the topographic features of an area from a bird's eye view.
 

Going Further with Google Earth for iPod touch 
Although this first release of Google Earth for iPhone and iPod touch does not support KML file upload, you can
customize the iPhone experience somewhat by geotagging Wikipedia articles you create or uploading your own
high quality photos to Google's Panoramio website, the two layers supported in Google Earth for iPhone and iPod
touch.
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Panoramio is a website that enables digital photographers to geolocate, store and organize their photographs and
to view those photographs in Google Earth and Google Maps. Since Panoramio is owned by Google it is one of the
layers that has been fully supported in the intital release of Google Earth for iPhone and iPod touch. Using this
layer, you might have students explore photos of historical landmarks and locales that are currently avalaible.
Perhaps to go even further, you or your students might capture and contribute their own photos for possible
selection by Google to be added to the Panoramio layer in the future! Here is how this can be done:

1. Sign up at panoramio.com [http://edcommunity.apple.com/alipanoramio.com] for an account.
2. Upload photos to your account and map them using map controls and then choosing the "Save position"

button. Keep in mind that Panoramio only uses photos for Google Earth that are of exterior places:
landscapes, monuments, streets, buildings, parks. They also must high quality images that fit their rather
specific acceptable use policy.

3. Uploading photos to Panoramio does not automatically mean that they will appear on Google Earth. Basically,
photos are reviewed and selected for Google Earth when they fit in the acceptance policy. Then photos can
be seen first in the "Popular Tab" of the World Map and some weeks later in Google Earth.

4. Panoramio photo points will appear on Google Earth for iPhone as blue squares, (see screenshot below).
Simply touch one of these squares to see the attached geo-tagged photo in detail!
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Wikipedia is the only other Geographic Layer that is currently supported in Google Earth for the iPhone and iPod
touch. This feature is derived from the Wikipedia website where it is possible to geotag articles using a special
tagging method provided by Wikipedia, referred to as the {{coord}} template. This tagging system works by
embedding geographic coordinates into Wikipedia and thus allow that data to be parsed & recognized in the
Geographic Layer of Google Earth.

In order to use the {{coord}} template of Wikipedia and get it to show up in Google Earth for the iPhone and
iPod touch, here are a few simple steps to follow:

1. Begin by locating the geographic location of your Wikipedia article. An easy tool to do this that will auto
generate the {{coord}} template data you need, is the excellent GeoLocator for Wikipedia
[http://tools.freeside.sk/geolocator/geolocator.html]which lets you plot a location on a Google Map and retrieve then the
coordinate data in the coord template format automatically!!

2. Next, use the {{coord}} template data you gathered to geo tag your article. Be certain to use the
display=title tag of the {{coord}} template as this tag refers explicitly refer to the location listed in
the Wikipedia title of the article, rather than another geographic location that may appear in the article text.
For example, articles tagged with display=inline only will not appear in the Geographic Web layer.
Articles tagged with display=inline,title should appear in Google Earth. For example, the following
{{coord}} template is what is used in the Wikipedia article about the village of New Hartford, NY that
appear in the Geographic Web layer of Google Earth the iPhone and iPod
touch:{{coord|43|4|9|N|75|17|18|W|region:US|display=inline,title}}

3. Google Earth should recognize this location and includes the article the next time Google publishes the
layer. This is not instantaneous and is typically updated once every one to three months. Wikipedia entries
will appear as white squares with a black W on Google Earth for the iPhone and iPod touch, (see screenshot
below.)
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Recording on the iPod touch: Equipment & Apps

Why Record with the iPod touch? 
Before the iPod touch, several older models of the iPod supported recording capabilities. While recording is not a
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factory built-in option on the iPod touch, using iPods as mobile recording devices have and will be continue to be
a popular practice by educators and students alike that makes good sense.

Whether its for capturing a lecture or conducting a podcast interview in the field, there are many times when
recording audio on your iPod touch is handy and convenient. Couple this fact with its small size, durable form
factor, large storage capacity, and ease of use, iPods are one of the best portable recording devices around!

Second Generation iPod touch: Recording is Back!
When Apple released the second generation iPod Touch, it gained a relatively unknown but important feature that
was not available in the first generation of iPod touches: the ability to record audio! Using just a supported
external microphone you must provide as well as one of the excellent voice recording apps from the App Store
and you have all you need start recording with your iPod touch.
 

Adding a Microphone to Your iPod touch 
To use the recording capabilities of the iPod touch, one needs to attach a microphone to your iPod touch since
there is not one built-in. One way this can be done is with a headphone or earphone with microphone capabilities
that is plugged into the audio output jack of the iPod touch. While you can purchase the optional Apple
Earphones with Remote and Mic [http://store.apple.com/us/product/MB770G/A] ($29) to get the necessary hardware you
need to start recording, there are lots of other options that will work for equipping the iPod touch for recording.
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A High Quality Option 
For example, several educators who use the iPod touch for language acquisition have found success with the
Shure MPA-3C Music Phone Adapter for iPhone [http://www.amazon.com/Shure-MPA-3C-Music-Adapter-
iPhone/dp/B000UD205K] . This device attaches to the audio out jack on your iPod touch and features an inline
microphone. To use it, you just plug your iPod touch earbuds (or any other headphones for that matter) into the
device and then just plug the device right into the audio out jack of your iPod touch. The Shure Music Phone
Adapter for iPhone can ordered at many locations online and retails for around $32.
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Microphone & iPod Control in One! 
Another microphone option for the iPod touch which has offers some extra functionalty beyond a microphone
adapter and has received great reviews is the Griffin SmartTalk [http://www.griffintechnology.com/products/smarttalk] by
iPod accessories maker Griffin Technology. This headphone adapter, which started life as an iPhone adapter, lets
you use any earphones you want with your iPod touch but retain all the functionality of your iPod as well! When
you’re listening to music on your iPod with the SmartTalk, its control button lets you Play, Pause, and Skip
forward tracks without using the touchscreen!

Since the SmartTalk records very clear audio as a microphone for your iPod, as well as allows you track control
music playback on your iPod, this may be another good option you may want look into since its around $20 and
can be quite handy if you play to use your iPod touch quite a bit a music player in addition to a recording device!
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A More Reasonable Option 
For an even more reasonable option, some educators have found success with a similar microphone adapter, the
Philips iPhone Microphone Adapter [http://www.target.com/Philips-iPhone-Microphone-Adapter/dp/B0015C5CSM/sr=1-
1/qid=1223428604/ref=sr_1_1/601-7483339-4237750?ie=UTF8&index=target&rh=k:phillips%20iphone&page=1]. This device look and
works exactly like the Shure Music Phone Adapter for iPhone but only costs about $10! The only disadvantage of
this device is that is sometimes hard to find since it can only be purchased at Target retail stores.
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Older 30-Pin Mics? 
Interestingly, according to sources at Apple, if you have software version 2.2 or newer on your iPod touch, you
can now use some of the older 30-pin style recording microphones for recording as well! If you have one, try it
out and you may not need to buy anything at all if you have an older iPod microphone and want to start recording
on your iPod touch!
 

Easy Listening to Your Recordings 
Playback of audio on the second generation iPod touch has also bee made easy since theses iPod feature a built-
in speaker which make it possible to hear your recordings when headphones or earbuds are not attached! The
external volume controls on the iPod touch 2G also make it easy to physically adjust the volume level come from
the device without using the touchscreen of the device.
 

iTalk Recorder - An Excellent FREE Recording App 
While there are a host of free applications out there
for recording on iPod touch, some standout among
others. One of the easier to use and newer recording
app that is iTalk Recorder
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=293673304&mt=8] by Griffin Technology, famous
maker of all sort of microphones and other accessories
for iPods, iPhone, and Mac OS X computers. iTalk
Recorder is free since it does have a small ad strip at
the bottom of the interface but it features the same
feature as the paid $5 version of iTalk Recorder Premium.

What makes iTalk Recorder such a great voice recording app is its elegant interface that offers real ease of use as
well as a wealth of options you may be surprised to see in a free application.

To record, you first you choose a recording quality either Good, Better, or Best and then simply tap the large, red
Press To Record button. (You can give the recording a name before or after recording.) The button then changes
to a large green Recording button that indicates you are Recording. Below the button you will see the current
recording time as well as a visual level meter. This is an excellent feature you won't find in many free voice
recorders that is very important since it lets you see that audio is being captured and that it will be heard after
you have recorded it.

Finally, at the bottom of the recording screen, you will see a live-updating indicator of the recording’s file size,
the recording quality, and the date and time the recording was started.

To stop recording, you just tap the Recording button. If you want to add to the current recording, just tap the
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Record button again; the new audio will be appended to the end of the file. Otherwise, tap Done to save the file
and view the list of recordings stored on your iPod.
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Nice Features of the iTalk Recorder 
There are a few real nice features of iTalk Recorder that make it such a great voice recorder. Here are a few that
we have found that make iTalk Recorder a stand above other free recorder that are avaliable:

1. The application screen can auto-rotate 180 degrees. This is nice since it allows you view the screen properly
even if you turn your iPod touch upside down so the microphone port will be on top of the device!

2. While recording, you can can turn off the screen (by pressing the Sleep/Wake button) and the app still
records. The lets you greatly prolong battery life during recording, especially for lengthy recording such
during a long lecture or inteview.

3. You can append onto any existing recording just by selecting it and then continuing to record using the
Record screen. This is nice if you want to cut out breaks in a recording session without have to start a new
recording each time!

Recording length is limited only by the available space on your Pod touch and your recordings are stored in AIFF
format and captured in mono. While some may criticize that the app does not record in stereo, the sound quality
is impressive even at the lower settings and completely acceptable for voice recording.

To view your recordings, iTalk Recorder displays all your stored recordings in a neatly arranged alphabetical list.
Each entry includes the recording’s date and time, size, and length. A play button next to each lets you listen to
the recording using headphones or your iPod's speaker. Tapping a recording’s arrow button reveals information
about the file where you can either rename it and even add some notes about the recording!

To delete a recording, you switch to Edit mode at the top of the screen and hit the Delete badge that appears
next to the recording, From there, the deleted recordings are moved to a Deleted Recordings area. You can use
this screen either undelete recordings or permanently remove them from your iPod.
 

iTalk Sync: Moving Your Recordings to Your Mac 
Getting the recordings from our iPod to your computer, it
is just as easy and using the app itself. For this task, you
need the free iTalk Sync [http://www.italksync.com/]
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companion utility, a handy program that lets you use WiFi
to transfer recording from your iPod touch directly into
your Mac. To use it, you just install it on your Mac, launch
the app, and follow these simple steps:

1. Launch just iTalk Recorder on your iPod touch and
then launch iTalk Sync on your computer.

2. Next, select your iPod in iTalk Sync’s device list and then tap Yes on the iPod's screen to allow iTalk Sync to
connect to your iPod.

3. Your recordings will now appear in iTalk Sync. From there, you can just drag them to a folder or the
Desktop to copy them anywhere you want on your computer.

4. Clicking on the Info button in iTalk Sync displays additional information about the selected recording,
including the file quality and any notes you added on the iPhone or iPod touch. Since iTalk Sync is reading
the files from your iPod, keep in mind that you can’t rename recordings or delete recording in iTalk Sync;
you must perform these tasks on the iPod touch itself.
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Final Thoughts on iTalk Recorder 
With its impressive features and ease of use, iTalk Recorder is definitely worth a look if you are looking for a free
recording application for iPod touch. If you need more organizational tools in your audio recording workflow, you
will probably need to look at a paid application. This is where a tool like SpeakEasy Voice Recorder can fit your
needs nicely.
 

SpeakEasy Voice Recorder: A Solid Paid Recording App 
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If you are in need of a more feature-rich
application or plan to do a lot of recording on
your iPod touch, SpeakEasy Voice Recorder

[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284652710&mt=8] is one of the more polished and
professional-looking options available that you should consider. For a mere $2 investment, SpeakEasy offers not
only excellent voice recording capabilities also some extras that make recordings easier to much manage and
organize that you will find in many other audio recorders for the iPod touch.

Using SpeakEasy is easy. When you open the program, its simple "Studio” screen appears with a nice large icons
for each mode of the application. The first one is a large green Microphone button that you can tap to start
recording. A level meter lets you track your audio levels and one of the nicest features of the recording screen is
that you can also pause and resume recording by tapping the pause button which appears to the immediate left
of the level meter.

When you have finished recording, you just tap a red Stop button and you are asked what you want to do with
your recording: Start Over, Play, Scrap It, or Save It.

Tapping the Save It option provides you with a screen where you type in a name your recording, add some
comments, and assign it to a category. You can even add a photo tag to your recording by tapping the blue image
icon at the top-left of the recording info screen!
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The SpeakEasy Recording Workflow 
To access your recordings, you can use the Recordings icon at the bottom of the interface where they are listed by
date or by using the Categories button at the bottom of the in. When view recordings, you will see that SpeakEasy
marks all recordings as “New” (by placing a blue dot next to them) until you have either listened to them or
marked them as played manually.
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As you listen to a recording, you can see the information about the file such as its name, category, photo,
duration, file size, and any comments you added. Additionally, you can scrub the audio to listen to it anywhere,
move it to the Trash, or turn of the external speaker of your device rather than making it play through the
headphones.

SpeakEasy also offers a few additional nice options which are found under the iPod touch main “Settings”
application. From here, you can specify whether you want SpeakEasy to play output via the iPod touch's speaker or
headphone jack, as well as choose from one of five recording quality levels. While the default setting of "Good"
works for everyday usage without much background noise, you may find it helpful to adjust the recording quality
to a higher setting if you're in a crowded, noisier environment.
 

Getting Recordings from SpeakEasy to Your Mac 
To get recording off your iPod touch, you will need
to download and install the SpeakEasy Connect
[http://www.zarboo.com/speakeasy.html] application. To
use this application, you launch it and then sync
your iPod with iTunes. The program then allow you
to downloads your recordings from the device and
transfers them into a SpeakEasy Recordings playlist
folder in iTunes. Under the playlist folder, you will
see playlist for each category and the recordings
associated with them.

While SpeakEasy Connect remembers your sync history making it easy to decide which recordings you want to
transfer and which to skip, the Auto Transfer options makes it easy to send recordings from SpeakEasy on your
iPod touch to iTunes with just a simply sync of your iPod touch each time!
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Final Thoughts on SpeakEasy Voice Recorder 
With its easy to use interface and solid management features, SpeakEasy will definitely address most of your other
voice recording needs you will have on your iPod touch. For a very reasonably-priced investment, you can make
voice recording on your iPod touch that much more powerful and useful.
 

File Storage & Management on the iPod touch

While the iPod touch is a versatile tool in the classroom with its many applications, one of its most basic uses and
perhaps one of its most useful is as a storage device. With its large flash-based memory, high resolution
touchscreen, and WiFi capabilities, once you install just a few apps, your iPod touch can make your use of USB-
based flash drives, CDs, and DVDs for file storage a thing of the past!

In addition to storing files on your iPod touch so you can take them with you, many of the file storage apps for
the touch make it easy to transfer files to and from desktop computers, even other iPod touches! Moreover, once
the files are on your iPod touch, you can view them, making the touch an excellent a portable file viewer! Finally,
since you can connect to the Internet, your iPod can also be used to connect to almost any web-based storage
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service you may use as well, giving you access to your data anytime, anyplace you have WiFi!

Here are a few of the best apps we have used as teachers and with our students for file storage & management on
the iPod touch. While a few are free, most of them are just a few dollars in the App Store. Check these out and
see how you can turn your iPod touch in the ultimate flash drive!
 

Memory Stick: Basic, Cheap File Storage for iPod touch 
For entry into the world of file storage on the iPod, the
simple, inexpensive program Memory Stick is a good
choice for the task. For just two dollars, this app lets
you use your iPod touch for storing and viewing files
as well as for transferring files between your iPod and
desktop computers.

The app works by using the WiFi connection of your
iPod touch so you can access files on your iPod touch
just like you would a network drive from either Mac OS
X or Windows computers. You can also view and
upload files from your computer's web browser as well!

To copy files to and from your iPod touch, you will need to know the connection address (or IP address) of your
device. This will vary, depending upon which network you are connected to. Typically, the easiest way to connect
to your iPod touch on a Mac is using the Bonjour address of your iPod in Safari.

Using Memory Stick

Once have the Memory Stick application open and your device has established a connection to your computer, the
connection address will be shown at the bottom of the application screen.

Once connected, you can copy files to and from the device simply by dragging and dropping files using either the
Finder or using your web browser. Here are directions for each of these procedures:

Accessing Memory Stick Files from the Finder on a Mac

1. In the Finder, select the Go menu and choose the Connect to Server.. command, or press Command-K
2. Enter the IP address, for example, http://iPod.local:8080 into the field and press Connect.
3. A new Finder window will appear showing the list of files that are stored on the iPod touch.
4. Once you can see the files in the Finder window, you can copy and paste files to and from the iPod touch

and your Mac. To keep using the app, make sure the iPod does not turn itself off while you are trying to
access its files.

Accessing Memory Stick Files Using a Web Browser

1. Open Safari and enter the connection address for your iPod touch (for example, http://iPod.local.:8080) into
the browser and press Enter.

2. A web page will appear showing the list of files are on your iPod.
3. Either click on the relevant file link to open the file in the appropriate application or, alternatively, right click

(control-click) and select Save Target As and save the file to the hard drive on your desktop Mac.
4. To upload a file to the iPod, press the Browse button, select the appropriate file and press the Submit

button.
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Viewing Files on Memory Stick 
Once you have copied files to your iPod touch, Memory Stick lets you view those files. Most viewable files are
supported, including Office formats, such as Microsoft Word, Excel and Powerpoint files. For a full list of viewable
file types, click here.

Files that you copy to the app are listed in alphabetical order, showing the filename, a description of the file type
and the size of the file. If you copy an entire folder, that folder is shown either at the top of the list, or mixed in
with the files in alphabetical order, depending upon your settings.

If a file is viewable a chevron style arrow is shown to the right of the file in the list. To view the file, simply touch
the filename. The file will open, allowing you to view it.

Any folders are also shown with a chevron style arrow to the right, indicating that you may open the folder to
view its contents.

File Viewing Made Easier with Bookmarks
When you view a document with many pages, for example a large PDF or Microsoft Word document, Memory
Stick's automatic bookmark feature becomes very useful. When you close a document, Memory Stick automatically
remembers the last viewed position within the document so that the next time you open the document it can start
you off right where you left off.

Viewable File Types in Memory Stick
The following files may be viewed from within the Memory Stick application:

Microsoft Word (.doc, .docx)
Microsoft Excel (.xls, .xlsx, .csv)
Microsoft PowerPoint (.ppt)
PDF Files (.pdf)
iWork Pages documents (.pages)
Safari Web Archives (.webarchive)
Web Pages (.htm, .html)
Text Files (.txt, .cpp, .c, .m, .h)
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Graphic Files (.bmp, .gif, .png, .jpg)
Movie files (.mp4, .mov)

Closing Thoughts on Memory Stick
For simple storage needs and a very small price tag, Memory Stick can give you the ability to store and transfer
files wirelessly to your iPod touch. This entry level application can do the job and does is reasonably well if you do
not need a lot of features or a wide file types or lots of folders to store on your device.
 

Air Sharing: Wireless Drive With Style 
Air Sharing is another app that turns iPod touch into a
drive that is accessible via a network address. With a
beautiful interface and a few interface timesavers, it is
perhaps one of the best choices if you have lots of files
to work with, especially folders of files. More on that in a
moment...

Using Air Sharing
Air Sharing works by using the WiFi connection of your
iPod touch to communicate with your desktop Mac or
Windows computer. Once the app is launched, you can
use the address listed that bottom of the app to mount the drive using either the Finder (Go menu > Connect to
Server) or any web browser.

Once connected, the shared drive functions like any thumb drive would, allowing for creation of folders and drag-
and-drop functionality for any kind of file.

Avatron, the makers of Air Sharing, have strived to make it a “familiar, Finder-like browser." While Air Sharing
doesn’t allow editing of any kind, it does provide a quick and easy way to dump lots of files onto your iPod touch
to take with you.
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Air Sharing's user interface is the essence of simplicity. Tap any item in its file list. If it's a folder, it reveals its
contents; if it's a file, it appears on the screen after a few seconds. There's even a great shortcut that lets you
navigate through your folders by tapping the navigation bar that appears along the top of the app.
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File Support In Air Sharing
Air Sharing lets you view files of many types including:

iWork (Pages, Numbers, and Keynote), at full resolution if you save them with a preview. Here's what a Pages
document looks like on screen:

Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, and PowerPoint), with limited support for XML formats.
Web Archive (web-page downloads packaged by Safari) are live and display the appropriate page right in the Air

Sharing application when you tap them.
PDF
Web page
HTML
RTF (Rich Text Format)
RTFD (TextEdit documents with embedded images)
Source code (C/C++, Objective C/C++, C#, Java, Javascript, XML, shell scripts, Perl, Ruby, Python, and more),

with color-coded formatting
Movie (standard iPhone formats: H.264, MPEG-4, 3GPP, etc.)
Audio (standard iPhone formats: MP3 VBR, AAC, Audible, Apple Lossless, AIFF, WAV, CAF, etc.)
Image (standard iPhone formats: GIF, PNG, JPG, TIFF, etc.)
Plain text (many different file extensions), with Unicode support.

Closing Thoughts on Air Sharing
If you want to view lots of nested files on your iPhone or iPod touch (files within folders that are within folders,
etc.) and want to have easy access to transfer of your files from one computer to another, this app can be worth
its weight in gold!
 

Briefcase: iPod touch to iPod touch File Transfers & Storage Made Easy 
If you want an elegant way to view & transfer files on your
Mac right from your iPod touch as well as the ability to
transfer files and receive files from iPod touch to iPod
touch, Briefcase is the app which is perfect for these
kinds of tasks.

Briefcase, which enables you to make connections and
transfer files without using any cables or setup uses
Apple's Bonjour zero-configuration networking technology
to locate, connect and browse computers and devices. Best
of all, when you connect to any device, you are using Secure Shell (SSH) so your files are sent securely.

Getting Started With Briefcase
When you launch the app, you will see four icons along the bottom: Connect, Get File, Files and Activity. To begin
using the app, you must first connect to a Mac or another iPod touch by choosing one from a list of available
devices that are shown and simply tap the device to connect to it! If you wish, a remote host, such as a Mac with
an IP address, can also be added in the "Connect" options.

Once a connection has been made to a Mac or another device, a red Disconnect button will appear onscreen.
From here, you then move into the "Get File" section to to continue using the app.
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Downloading Files from a Mac to an iPod touch
When you are connected to a Mac, the "Get File" section will displays the files and folders on your computer.
Tapping on a file will quickly download the file from your Mac to your iPod.

If you want to download a folder, a Download Directory button at the top of screen will do so. As files or folders
are transferred, they will appear in the "Activity" area of the app.

Sending Files from iPod touch to a Mac
In the "Files" area of the app, you will see a green briefcase to the right of each file that is stored on your iPod
touch. If you see a blue info button instead, you are not connected to a Mac or other device.

Tapping on a green briefcase next to a file will upload the file to your Mac & you can choose whether you want to
send the file to your computer's Desktop, Downloads folder, Document folder, or choose another destination
folder of your choice. From this screen you can also choose to open or view the file on your Mac. Choosing this
button which will automatically make the file open on your computer!

Accessing & Transfering Files With Another iPod touch
To send a file from iPod touch to iPod touch, you begin by making sure both users have the Breifcase app open.
Next, using the "Connect" option, you choose the device you want to connect to. After choosing a device, the user
you are connecting to will need to confirm your connection.

Once you have connected to the device you want to exchange files with, you then go to your "Files" section and
click the green Briefcase next to a file. It will then give you the option to upload to Briefcase. Do so will send the
file from your iPod touch to the device. From there, the other user can use the Search field along the top of their
"Files" section to find file that was sent!

Closing Thoughts on Briefcase
Briefcase is not only an app is enjoyable to use, it also make a very solid addition to the file management &
storage apps for the iPod touch, With its wide range of features, elegance and control, it makes an excellent tool
to consider if you need the flexibility to store as well as transfer files between Macs and other iPods on a regular
basis. While Briefcase does cost a few dollars, a free Lite version is available that features almost all the
functionality of the full version but won't allow iPod touch to iPod touch transfers.
 

MobileFiles: Access Your iDisk on the iPod Touch! 
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While there is no “official” iDisk application for the iPod
touch at this time, the developers at Quickoffice have
developed a free app for the iPod touch called
MobileFiles which allows easy access to your MobileMe
files right on your iPod touch.

How MobileFiles Works
This app, which features a simple, easy to use interface,
does a great job at meeting this unmet need for those
who subscribe to Apple's MobileMe service. To use the
app, you must have a WiFi connection and you simply enter your MobileMe username and password.

The MobileFiles app then gives you direct secure access to your iDisk files and folders so you can navigate and
view any iPod touch supported files. The app also allows lets access to the shared iDisk folders of colleagues,
family, and friends by enter their Public folder into and connect over WiFi. This makes it easy to collaborate with
others on MobileMe even when you are aware from your computer.
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Cool Features of Mobilefiles
One of the nicest features of the app is that whenever you access a file from your MobileMe account, it downloads
the file locally which lets you save it locally to your iPod for future access, even if you are offline! There is even a
simple file manager built in manage what files you want to keep as well as well as where you want to store them.

Closing Thoughts on MobileFiles
While the developers of the application, Quickoffice, offer a Pro version of the app which allows you to edit
Microsoft Excel files that are stored on your MobileMe account, the free version works well is should definitely be
on your device! If you do a lot of number crunching, the Pro version at $10 may be worth every penny to use so
you can edit your spreadsheet on the go. Either way if you have a MobileMe account, you must download this
FREE handy application. Instant access to your iDisk on your iPod touch is not only very useful and very cool!
Check it out and you will see what we mean!
 

Box.net: Access to Free Online Storage with iPod touch 
Box.net is a popular online file storage service that makes it
easy to store and share files with other users quickly and
easily. The nicest part of Box.net is that while it is a paid
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service, users can also sign up for a free 1GB account. This is
a great way to store and share files with others for FREE that
is very similar to MobileMe's iDisk! (The only catch is that you
are limited to 1 GB total and there is a 25 MB cap on file
sizes.)

What the Box.net App Offers
While Box.net has a Mobile Safari friendly interface at http://i.box.net, you can't play back media and document
viewing there is somewhat limited. Fortunately, the developers at Box.net have released a native application
Box.net for the iPod touch and iPhone that lets you take full advantage of box.net on your mobile device!

In addition to full file viewing capabilities for PDFs and Office files, the app also features the ability to play back
audio & video (assuming the files are in a QuickTime format that is iPod touch/iPhone friendly). Lastly, you can
even upload photos from your iPod Touch directly to Box.net!
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Advantages of Using the Box.net Native Application
Perhaps the most usefule feature of the Box.net app is that it integrates directly with your iPod touch's Address
Book, so you can quickly share any folder or individual document with a contact, just by clicking the "Share"
button and selecting a contact from your AddressBook. The application also notifies you of any updates or
changes made to your box, which is great for individuals who collaborate with other users using a Box.net
account.

Features of the Box.net app for iPod touch include:

Viewing all file types supported by the iPod touch, which include Microsoft Office files, PDFs, photos, audio and
video.

Sharing individual files or entire folders of files with any of your iPod touch contacts.
The ability to upload pictures stored in your devices's photo library to Box and share them with any of your

contacts
Monitoring updates to your account, such as files or folders you add or ones from people collaborating with you

on your Box.net account.
Automatically log-in to your Box.net account when the app is launched.
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Of course, you can also e-mail uploads to Box.net. To upload files via email, simply attach the file(s) you would
like to upload to an email message, and send the message to upload@box.net. Be sure that you use the email
address that is associated with your Box.net account. Files uploaded by email will be placed in folder "Upload
from email" and can be subsequently moved within the account.

Closing Thoughts on Box.net for iPod touch
This useful tool lets you gain access to your Box.net account directly from your iPod touch so you can easily share
documents, images, music and videos with others, or with yourself. Since the application can expand the
usefulness of your iPod touch as a wireless connection to your online storage portal at box.net, this app is worth
if want to expand the storage of your device and gain easy access to your online files stored at Box.net.
 

iStorage: The Ultimate App for File Storage & Management on iPod touch 
If you use lots on online services to store and access your
files and want an extensive toolset to work with files using
your iPod touch, iStorage
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=288917599&mt=8] is one of the most versatile and powerful
apps avaliable for doing so. For just a few dollars, this app
can let you can perform all sorts of file management tasks
using your iPod touch and its WiFi connection.

What iStorage Can Do
The app, which offers a wealth of features, makes it
possible to access, view, upload, download, and even editing files using your iPod touch! Some of the key features
that make iStorage such a feature-rich application include the abilities to do the following:

Access any FTP, WebDAV and MobileMe iDisk connection via WiFi
Perform multiple file transfers & editing sessions simultaneously
Download, upload, open & edit files remotely
Store & organize files locally on your iPod for offline use
Download and store files from websites using an integrated web browser
Email folders of files or single files right from your iPod, using either the iStorage Server or your own mail server
Ability to edit text files as well as view graphics, watch movies, play music, as well as read PDFs, documents,

presentations and virtually any file type that is supported by the iPod touch!
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Why Would You Need Such a Powerful Tool
With such powerful feature, iStorage is a wise investment especially if you have your files storage is spread out
over a wide variety of file services such as a paid service like MobileMe, one of the many free services like
box.net, as well as your own FTP and WebDAV enabled servers. With its ability to connect to and access files from
many online sources at the same time, using one interface can make files management tasks on the iPod touch
more similar to that of a desktop computer and quicker since everything can be done in one app instead of
several.

Using the App
As an app that far too feature laden to cover in detail here, the developer's support website offers clear, easy to
follow directions for easily connecting the app to most of major file services and offers lots of helpful information
putting all the features of this app to use.

Closing Thoughts on iStorage
If you want the most comprehensive set of tools for file storage on the iPod touch, iStorage is definite one of the
best options there is. Try it out and you will see that it lets you do just about anything you can think of when it
comes to mobile file storage and management!
 

iPod touch as Publication Tool: Mobile Blogging

Be a Publisher. Distribute your work. 
Our students love to be publishers. According to Dr. Michael Wesch, (Kansas State University) over 9,232 hours of
video are uploaded to YouTube every day. In fact, 88% of that content is through the front door and original. Let’s
face it, we as 21 century learners love to get our thoughts out there were people can see them. Now that
publishing is not a multistep, very expensive process, it has shaped into a cultural phenomenon of sorts. The fear
is that we are not embracing the concept of student publishing fast enough. Publishing on the web has become
the environment. If you are looking to create opportunities for “authentic purposes for writing”... look no further.
Did we mention that our students love to publish their work?
 

WARNING: If you need the hard core educational theory (“eduspeak” if you will) behind the concepts of student
publishing opportunities, continue reading this paragraph. Bruner identifies heavily with “externalization” or
creating works or products. In fact, externalization produces a record, of sorts, of our mental efforts. Bruner also
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writes about how “the narrative” helps with meaning making of information or concepts. The ability to publish
your work also opens many doors for our students to display creativity. In fact, there are many new illustrations
that identify the highest level of intellectual behavior is “creating.” We have already identified why the iPod touch
is such a powerful classroom tool. There are discussions happening everywhere with the concept of the iPod
touch being THE device for a 1:1 computing environment, with its low price point and many, many uses. Is there
anything a student cannot do with it?
 

Finally, since you can connect to the Internet with an iPod touch, the concepts are easy... Anytime, Anywhere,
Always on, Access to publishing your works, your thoughts, your ideas right from your iPod! Below are a few of
the best apps we have used as teachers and with our students for publishing to the web from the iPod touch.
Most of the identified apps below are free, while some are just a few dollars in the App Store. Check these out
and see how you can turn your iPod touch in to the ultimate portable publication machine!
 

WordPress: Free Blog System that Works Anywhere 
For entry into the world of online, mobile publication,
there are several different applications in the Apple App
Store that are well suited to the task. We will highlight
just a few here. One important concept with web or
online publication, just as in “the print world,” is that you
have to have some place or some account to publish to.
A blog is the perfect tool for easy publication to the web.
In fact, many classrooms, teachers, and students are
using the blog concept in place of the more traditional
“Web Page.” After all visitors want to see updates and
ever changing information about what is going on.
Students have an easy way to answer that all important question: “What did you do in school today, honey?”

The first step (before using the application on your iPod touch) is to get a blog set up online. For this exhibit, we
will be focusing on a WordPress blog. However, we will identify other blogging tools and subscriptions also used in
education. The WordPress blogging system can either be setup with a free web account from
http://wordpress.com [http://wordpress.com]/ (no technical assistance needed) OR for a more flexible approach by
downloading the blog install files from http://wordpress.org [http://wordpress.org]/ and installing your own blog on a
school or district web server (obviously, this approach takes quite a bit of technical assistance). Both approaches
have been identified in schools across the globe, pick one and now you are ready to install the WordPress
application on your iPod touch for quick yet meaningful publications to your new web presence!
 

WordPress on the iPod touch 
Blogging from the iPod touch works by using the WiFi
connection of your device so you can make updates to
your blog (or website) just like you would if you were
sitting at your computer. The beauty of this application
on your mobile device is that students or teachers do
not have to be shackled to the desk when a great idea
comes to mind. The WordPress application provides
opportunities to use text and/or image updates your
blog right from the palm of your hand!
 

Getting WordPress Setup on Your iPod touch 
After getting your blog set up and making sure it works on a computer, start by downloading and install the free
WordPress app [http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=285073074&mt=8] on your iPod touch from the
App Store. Once the app is installed on your device, open it and then tap Add another blog... to start the setup
process.
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Enter Blog Information 
In the next screen, type the Blog URL, the User Name and Password of a user that has “post” or “Publish” rights.
 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/add_blog_url.png]
 

Note that you can setup as many blogs as you want on one device! This makes it very easy to reach mutiple
audiences or have mutiple online publication from one device. For additional help on set up you can see this link:
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http://iphone.wordpress.org/ [http://iphone.wordpress.org/] 
 

Writing a Blog Entry or Post and Publishing 
Adding an entry in mobile Wordpress is very easy. Start by click on the blog you want to add an entry to. A list of
entries and Local Drafts will appear onscreen. Tap the Pencil button at the bottom right of the screen to start a
new entry.
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Next, create a Title, Select a Category. Then, click back into the Write area to begin jotting down your thoughts...
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As you compose, notice that you can also tap the Photos icon at the bottom of the screen to add an image if you
desire!
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Once you have finished composing, you can Preview the entry to see how it will post. Next, you will change the
status from the default Local Draft to Published.
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Finally, tap the Save button. Your blog entry will be uploaded and live on the web in a matter of seconds!
 

iBlogger - Blog to Mutiple Blog Engines (Including Leopard Server) in Style! 
Made by illumineX (the people who make the Mac blogging
client ecto), iBlogger
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=291211374&mt=8] is a full-featured mobile blogging app
that offers a host of useful features in an attractive, easy
to use interface. What makes iBlogger unique from many
mobile blogging applications is its extensive supports for a
wide range of popular blogging engines such as TypePad,
WordPress, and Movable Type to name just a few.

Most notable, iBlogger is currently the only mobile app
that supports the Metaweblog publishing protocol, the publishing engine that is used by Apple's own Mac OS X
Leopard Server Wiki Server. If you want to use your Leopard Wiki Server on your iPod touch, iBlogger is a tool that
lets you do it albeit in a limited capacity. Because of some of the limitations in the current release of Leopard Wiki
Server, you can blog but you are limited to text only entries to a user blog. Photos, categories, and posting to
group blogs is currently not supported. Hopefully, this will change with future versions of both Leopard Server
and/or the iBlogger app but it is a start if you want to make use of your Apple technology while on the move, this
app does make it possible. Moreover, it also supports almost every major blog engine available today!
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When you launch the app, the first thing you'll see is a menu displaying many different blogging platforms that
are supported. After you choose your platform, you'll need to enter your blog address and log in credentials. After
setting up your blog within the app, iBlogger then logs you into your blog so you can view your posts as well as
create or edit a blog entry.

To create a new post, you just click the plus button in the upper right hand corner. iBlogger's rich text editor,
specially formatted for the iPod Touch, appears onscreen. A toolbar at the bottom provides access to several tool
which aid in easier editing of your post. These tools include: Add Location Link, Add Web Link, Upload Photo, Add
Tags, Edit Categories (depending on the blog protocol), or Delete Post. To enter text into the entry, tapping in the
text area will slide you into a text editing screen where the standard iPod keyboard appears along the bottom
letting you type away. Once you are done typing, you can click back into a rich editor that lets you see how your
entry will look when posted.
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When you have completed editing your post, tapping the Publish button in the upper right corner will post your
content to your blog and a small dialog at the bottom of the screen indicates when it has posted successfully.
iBlogger lists the last 11 posts on your blog, and you can edit and delete those posts at will. Red posts have not
been published and green ones have. There is even a "View in Safari" button at the bottom of the post listing
screen which will launch your blog in Mobile Safari so you can view your post on the web.

Overall, iBlogger is a well-built app that's perfect for any blogger who needs to manage multiple blogging
platforms and wants to post to them very easily from their iPod touch. Its simple, intuitive user interface is a
pleasure to use and works well when one needs to blog on the go. If you have the need to blog to several
blogging service, iBlogger is a solid choice for you should consider for blogging right from your iPod touch!
 

Tumblr - Elegant, Effective, Full-Featured Micro-Blogging App 
A tumblelog is a variation of a blog that favors short-form,
mixed-media posts over the longer editorial posts
frequently associated with blogging. Fitting into the class of
blogging called "micro-blogging," common post formats
found on tumblelogs include links, photos, quotes,
dialogues, and video. Unlike blogs, tumblelogs are
frequently used to share the author's creations, discoveries,
or experiences while providing little or no commentary.

Tumblr
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=305343404&mt=8] is among the "best-in-class" blogging
services (and mobile apps) for those who wish to have a tumblelog. With a beautiful, simple interface, Tumblr
provides an excellent "tumblelog" experience for both its users and readers. As a tumblelog, the Tumblr service
offers different kinds of posts, each with their own functional and visual aspects when viewed live on the site.
There are text, photo, quote, link, chat, audio, and video posts.

Text posts, for example, function much like any blog post or e-mail that has a title (or subject) and body,
except that titles are optional in Tumblr text posts.

Media posts like photo, video, and audio don't even have the option of a traditional title, as the media takes
center stage, and a description area (again, optional) allows for any supporting material or links.

Quote posts place an emphasis on the quote itself, typically setting it in a larger type (at least in Tumblr's
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default themes), and link posts use the name of the link and its URL as their title, which allows users to click
through to the linked site.

As with its website which offers a slick, enjoyable interface for adding content to your Tumblr site, the mobile
blogging app extends the experience directly to your iPod touch so you can access and interact with your Tumblr
account on the go with just as much style and ease to use as when you are using on a desktop computer.

When you launch the Tumblr app on your iPod touch, its default screen is a springboard for creating almost any
of Tumblr's post types (with video missing for obvious reasons.) To create a new post, you just click on any post
type you want to create and enter your post using an elegant interface.
 

[http://edcommunity.apple.com/ali/galleryfiles/16472/tumblr_springboard.png]
 

Unique to the Tumblr mobile app over some other apps for interact with the Tumblr site is the ability to create
audio posts! If you have a microphone attached to your iPod touch, you can capture and playback up to 30
seconds of audio right from your device then post that audio piece to Tumblr on the web.
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There are also a number of nice features that make the app a pleasure for blogging. For example, if you don't
have WiFi or want to work offline, all of your posts can be saved to your device as pending until you're ready to
send it off to Tumblr. In addition, any post type offers advanced post options where you can mark a post as
private, pre-date a post, post to a different tumblelog, or tag a post. In addition to flexible posting options,
Tumblr supports the Markdown syntax to making it easy to create more attractive posts that include bold,
italicize, or lists.

The Tumblr mobile app lets you see your Tumblr Dashboard just by clicking on the Sites tab. If you want to see
what your post looks like in your actual tumblelog,you can choose your tumblelog in the Site's title bar and the
tumblelog will love into the app integrated browser. If you belong to multiple tumblelogs (formerly groups), they'll
be automatically fetched for you and you'll be able to view them in the Sites tab as well as post to them using the
advanced post options.
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The Settings tab lets you sign up for or enter your Tumblr log in credentials, displays the name of your main
tumblelog, and lets you set two other options: if you want the mobile app to open to the Dashboard tab
automatically and if you want to view an iPhone optimized version of your Dashboard within the app.

With gorgeous UI and excellent integration with its namesake, the Tumblr mobile app is a great choice for both
established Tumblr users and those considering signing up just to do mobile micro-blogging right from their iPod
touch. The experience is not only enjoyable but also a fun way to communicate with others directly to the web
right from the palm of your hand!
 

Current Events in Hand: Using iPod touch News Apps

Using News in the Classroom: A Proven Winning Idea in Education 
For a number of years, teachers as well as a great deal of educational research has recognized the usefulness and
importance of "using the news" in the classroom. Beyond aiding students in developing good news reading skills,
it also give them a connection and awareness of current events impacting the world. In the past, news reading was
often accomplished by studying and perhaps "clipping" actual printed newspaper articles in an effort to gather and
share information that was learned. The Internet help make this teaching idea even easier to implement by letting
students access the news using computers and then printing articles. However, now days, powerful, portable web-
capable devices such as the iPod touch make this popular, proven teaching technique even easier to utilize in the
classroom. With its high resolution screen, media playback capabilities, ability to email and connect to the Web,
the iPod touch can be one of the best personal devices to make news gathering and sharing a valuable part of the
classroom experience for students and teachers alike. This part of our exhibit explores this concept and
highlights some of the free valuable apps that can make this popular learning strategy easy to implement in the
classroom almost instantly!

Student Uses of iPod touch News Apps
Using an iPod touch, students can read, see, hear, or view the news in practically realtime over the web on their
own personal device. In addition, many of the apps make the news information easy to capture and sharing with
others, even yourself, very easy. For example, students might find information and email it to themselves for
summarizing or other analysis activities. Perhaps while working on a group project, students can bookmark
certain news stories on their device and then share their finding later when the group gets together,
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Teacher Uses of iPod touch News Apps
Teachers can also use the iPod touch to stay current on new affairs as well as research current events for
incorporation into lessons or other activities that might be going on in the classroom. In addition to reading and
viewing the news on the go, the iPod can also aid the teacher letting them share a news article with students by
capturing it with their iPod and then posting the article to a blog for students to respond to, comment on, or
discuss either in class or virtually online.
 

USA Today: Portable Version of the National Newspaper 
Coming from the newspaper that has the widest
circulation of any newspaper in the United States, the USA
Today application for iPod touch and iPhone offers all the
latest news stories, sports scores, weather and photos
from around the nation.

The USA TODAY application for iPod touch and iPhone
make it easy and enjoyable to stay informed on the go.
Here are the features you will find in this well built,
handy application:

Headlines - Browse and read stories from News, Money, Sports, Life, Tech and Travel section Stories can be
shared via email, text message or Twitter (provided you have the Twitterrific for iPhone/iPod Touch app installed),
and are automatically saved for later reading.

Scores - Review the latest sports scores for NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL, college football and college basketball. Filter
college scores down to your favorite conferences.

Weather - Get live weather conditions, up-to-the minute personal radar and the five day forecast at your
current location (within U.S. cities only), or for a set of your favorite locations. Review national weather maps
including Doppler radar, temperature and precipitation forecasts.

Pictures - Flip through the day’s best photos from news, sports, celebrities, science, travel and weather or play
them back as a slideshow. Share your favorite ones with friends via email.

USA TODAY Snapshots - Scan through USA TODAY Snapshots, and vote on a poll question for each. Review
responses from all users and filter the results down to your current state and city.
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"Best Practices" for USA Today 
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The USA TODAYapp might be best to use when you or your students want to tweet, mail, or save national news
stories and photos quickly and easily right from your iPod touch.

The app might also be helpful for building interest on national public opinion issues with students by using the
innovative Snapshots features as a lesson launch into interesting topics that are featured there.
 

NYTimes: World News From the Big Apple to the Palm of Your Hand 
The New York Times, publishers of the largest
metropolitan newspaper in the United States and rated as
one of the most popular websites online, makes it easy to
view and read high-quality news and information of their
New York Times app so you can take your Times with you
on-the-go!

Features of the NYTimes application are simply and
straightforward in an attractive, simple interface. Here are
some of the useful features of this news application for
the iPod touch and iPhone:

Access the latest articles and photos of the day for each section of the paper.
Ability to customize the toolbar with your favorite sections of NYTimes.com for quicker access. For example, if

you regularly like to review the Technology section you can add its button to the bottom toolbar.
Read anywhere. After syncing via WiFi, articles and photos are available when for reading when you are offline

as well.
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"Best Practices" for NYTimes 
The NYTimes app is best to use when you need to find reputable national coverage stories from a well known

newspaper, especially if you need to find news from a specific section of the paper (i.e. - Technology, Health, etc.)
since you can drill down to that section of the paper with ease.

The app is also helpful locating national headline stories quickly by keywords since it feature has an integrated
Search feature for use throughout the app!
 

ABC News: Popular New Videos and More 
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Among some of the most popular news programming on
TV and radio, the ABC News app for your iPod touch or
iPhone lets you view and gather news from some of the
most popular shows and sources in the media today.

Featuring one touch access to Top of the Hour video news
briefs, as well as local videos and weather, daily top
stories and pictures, the app is packed with information
that is easy to access quickly. You can even get breaking
news, emergency alerts and more for your local area!
Features of ABC News app include:

Video - You can get the day's top news videos, as well as recent clips from your favorite ABC News shows,
including "Good Morning America," "World News with Charles Gibson," "20/20," "Nightline" and "This Week with
George Stephanopoulos."

Photo Slideshows - This section features a new daily Today in Pictures slideshow which you can download that
is created just for the iPod touch and Phone app. The photo slideshow lets you cycle through the photos manually
or press play, sit back and watch ABC News 's pick of the day's best photographs on the iPod touch or iPhone's
stunning screen.

Top Headlines - ABCNews.com's top stories are delivered your iPod touch and updated continually as long as
you have a WiFi connection. Best of all, when you can even save any story to read even when you're out of range
of WiFi.

Local News - In addition to national and world news, the ABC News mobile application provides local news
video from ABC's locally owned stations nationwide. Using the iPod touch's location pinpointing technology, the
application determines where you are and locates the closest affiliate station, and then delivers the relevant local
news video. In addition, you also have the option to view video from other participating affiliate stations across
the country.

Breaking News Alerts - Breaking news alerts are delivered straight to your ABC News application so you can
stay on top of the latest news.

Emergency Alerts - Another unique feature if you live in the San Francisco and New York City area, you will
receive civic-controlled emergency alerts straight to their application, alerting them to major emergencies in their
areas.

Weather - After determining your location, the ABC News application brings you the latest weather forecasts,
radar maps and weather news as well so you don't need a separate weather application!
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"Best Practices" for ABC News 
The ABC News app is best to use when you need to find video coverage of a news event. It also is very handy to

view the latest episodes of some of the most popular news shows from TV while you are on the go.
The app might is also helpful if you need to email or save both written and video news story you find on your

iPod touch since these features are just a tap away (in the upper right corner of your screen) while viewing any
story!
 

AP Mobile: Slick News App by Renowned News Coalition 
The AP Mobile news app by the Associated Press helps
you keep up-to-date with what's happening anywhere, in
your hometown and across the globe. Offering a rich,
customizable interface, the AP Mobile News application
makes it easy to personalize your news to meet your
needs by choosing from a variety of types of news
ranging from entertainment to finance.

The AP Mobile is the one of the most comprehensive
news offering available for the iPod touch as well since
you can access news from your local newspapers and broadcasters and combine it with the best of the AP's
videos, photo galleries, as well as timely national and international coverage.

The application makes it very easy to gather and read news as well. With the app, you can read, share stories via
email or text message, search and even save breaking news to read when you are offline or at a later time!

The AP Mobile news application also offers some innovative features that make it a pleasure to use. These
features include:

Ability to rate stories and see how others have rated the same story.
Server-side search which allows you to search all available news stories for the last 30 days, not just those

cached on your device.
Ability to send the AP breaking news reports from your iPod touch via email!
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"Best Practices" for AP Mobile 
The AP Mobile News app is best to use when you want to text message or email a news story using your iPod

touch.
The app is also probably among the best to save news stories locally to your iPod since these are all gathered

into a central list which make it very easy to access later, even if you are offline!
 

Public Radio Tuner: National Public Programming on the Move 
In addition to local news, public radio also offers a
huge variety of programs, music, culture, and
commentary, making it a valuable resource for the
classroom. From well-known national programs
like All Things Considered, This American Life, and
Marketplace, to hundreds of local and
independently-produced shows, the Public Radio
Tuner app for the iPod touch and iPhone makes it
easy to tune into local public radio using your WiFi
connection.

The Public Radio Tuner is the result of a unique collaboration many stakeholder organizations in the public radio
industry and offers a easy to use interface to connecting to local radio commentary. Features of the Public Radio
Tuner app include the following:

Over 200 high quality public radio streams from across the country
Ability to save favorite stations for one touch access
Locate feature which lets you easily find local public radio stations in your vicinity automatically
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"Best Practices" for Public Radio Tuner 
The Public Radio Tuner app is best to use locate and listen to the excellent educational commentary and

programming that can found on local public radio.
Because it is Internet-based, the Public Radio Tuner app also makes it easy for giving students and teachers

"ears" on news talk from a locality elsewhere in the United States even though they may be many, many miles
away.
 

iPod touch as Presentation Controller: Advance Slides & So Much More

Streamlining AND Enhancing Your Presentation Delivery 
As an educator, it is highly likely that you use your computer to deliver all kinds of electronic presentations using
PowerPoint and/or Keynote software in your classroom. While you could control your presentations using the
keyboard or the mouse of your computer, you may prefer, either for ease of use or just to enhance contact with
your audience, to deliver your presentation from afar using a remote control device. Nowadays, there are a vast
number of USB-based remote control devices on the market for doing just this task. However, these often require
more hardware...a "clicker" you hold & a USB "dongle" that you connect to your Mac to allow the task. While this
works, believe it or not, you can streamline the process even further by just using your iPod touch with its Wifi
connection to act as your presentation remote control!

As a matter of fact, some of the presentation control apps for the iPod touch even let you replace other
presentation tools you may use such as your laser pointer or even index cards that you have notes written on!
Thus, the iPod touch may be the best presentation tool to have in hand the next time you have to deliver a
presentation to any audience!

In this section of the exhibit, you will find some of the very best apps for presentation delivery using your iPod
touch. Check out some of these powerful tools and you will see how your iPod can help you "razzle & dazzle"
your audience the next time your give a presentation!
 

Pointer Remote - Controlling PowerPoint & Keynote with Ease 
If you regularly deliver presentations using Microsoft
PowerPoint as well as Keynote presentations, especially in
older formats, one easy to use solution to aid you is the
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app Pointer Remote. Pointer, as it will appear on your iPod
touch screen, is aptly named because it lets you turn your
iPod touch into a virtual laser pointer for your
presentations. In addition, the app also lets you control
your slides as well as mark up your presentation using
some basic annotation tools right from your iPod's
touchscreen!
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Setting Up PointerServer on Your Mac 
To use the application on your iPod touch, a small
faceless Mac application, PointerServer, must be
downloaded and installed onto your Mac. Whenever you
want to use Pointer on your iPod, you must have a WiFi
connection with your iPod touch and then launch the
PointerServer software on your Mac. Next, you will want
to open the PowerPoint file on your Mac. Finally, on
your iPod touch in the Pointer app, you will choose the
computer running PointerServer that you want to pair
your iPod with.
 

Using Pointer 
Once you have connected to your Mac, the Pointer interface will appear on your iPod touch, (see screenshot
above.) To start controlling presentation, you can do so by clicking the Next or Previous buttons along the bottom
of the screen.

A running clock of your presentation time will also appears above the bottom toolbar as well as two additional
buttons. One of these control lets you toggle between the laser point cursor and a regular cursor. Cursor mode
allows limited control of the mouse pointer along with a click button. The pointer cursor can be controlled by
scrubbing around the touchscreen on your iPod touch or using an acceleration mode where if the iPod touch is
pointed at the screen, the key movements are tilting right or left (not pointing) and by pointing up or down.

If you want to annotate your presentation with boxes or ovals, either of these annotations can be drawn by toggle
the box/oval button and using two fingers on your iPod touchscreen to draw and place the drawing on the slide.
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For additional control over your slideshow, you can use the More and information buttons along the top corners
of the Pointer screen. The More button allows you to start and close your presentation as well blank the screen or
jump to a custom slide. The information buttons lets you set preference of the Pointer app itself such as behavior
of the pointer mode, type of presentation being control, and interface choices such as location of the buttons.

As far as customization, the PointerServer application offers a few noteworthy options. First, you can set a custom
pointer image by dragging the image to the user supplied icon button within the PointerServer Preferences panel.
Second, the PointerServer Preferences also let you set if you want the slides to appear on your iPod touch screen
or not while presenting. Perhaps best of all in terms of customization is that Pointer lets you control slides in
PowerPoint 2004 and PowerPoint 2008 presentations as well as Keynote 2008 and 2009 presentations! There is
even a generic mode that may let you control other slideshow programs or tools beyond PowerPoint and Keynote.
 

Closing Thoughts on Pointer 
For a powerful yet simple way to control all of your presentation, Pointer Remote does an excellent job using a
simple interface and a reliable server program. If you want the flexibility to control both PowerPoint and Keynote
presentations, Pointer Remote is a solid option to add to the presentation tools you have at the ready on your
iPod touch.
 

i-Clickr - PowerPoint 2008 Remote Control 
For those who use PowerPoint 2008 as their presentation
program of choice, i-Clickr PowerPoint Remote is one of
the best solution for delivering PowerPoint 2008
presentations from your iPod touch. Using an elegant, clean
interface, i-Clickr makes controlling your slides and viewing
your notes a breeze. For short presentations, the free
version is fully functional but limits you to 15 slides while
the paid version supports an unlimited slides.
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Installing the i-Clickr Server Software 
To use i-Clickr on your iPod touch, you must first
install is its server application, i-Clickr Mac, must
installed on your Mac. After installing and launching
this server program, its window will appear
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onscreen, (see screenshot below) and you can then
load the iClickr app on your iPod touch to establish
a connection between your Mac and your device.
This connection can be using a Bonjour connection
or a local wireless ad-hoc connection.

After connecting to your iPod, the server software on the Mac will prompts you to load the presentation you want
to use. After opening the presentation, it will automatically enter the Slide Show view in PowerPoint and the iClickr
interface will appear on your iPod's screen, (see screenshot above.)
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Using i-Clickr 
Once the presentation is started, i-Clickr on your iPod will prompt you to set a timer if you wish then the slide
controls and presentation will appear onscreen so you can begin controlling the slideshow.

In the interface, the Forward and Back arrow buttons let you advance your slides as desired. If you wish, finger
taps or swipes on the slide preview of your iPod touch also let you navigate your slide. The Maginfying Glass
button lets you flip the slide over the iPod touch to reveal your speaker notes at anytime.

The Menu button in the upper right corner gives you several controls to toggle your presentation to a blank
screen, enable a Peek Mode where you can see the next slide in your presentation on your iPod screen, set some
interface options for the iClickr app on your iPod, as well access of the built-in app help.
 

Closing Thoughts on i-Clickr 
For an effective means for delivering PowerPoint presentations right from your iPod touch, i-Clickr is a good
solution to consider. Its interface makes the app very easy to use and makes presenting with PowerPoint an easy
and enjoyable task that you can seamless integrate into your presentation workflow!
 

Keynote Remote - Controlling Keynote 09 from Your iPod touch 
When Apple release Keynote 09, they also released
an app, Keynote Remote, that natively lets you
control your Keynote 09 presentations right from
your iPod touch or iPhone. Using the app is very easy
and makes your iPod touch or iPhone feel like a
natural extension of your computer when delivering a
Keynote 09 presentation.
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Configuring Keynote for Keynote Remote 
To begin using Keynote Remote, your iPod touch and Mac must be on the same Wifi network so they communicate
with each other. Next, to start using Keynote Remote, you must first pair your device to the Keynote application
running on your Mac.

To do this, you open the Preferences in Keynote and choose the Remote section. Once there, you must enable
iPhone and iPod remotes. Next, you launch Keynote Remote on your iPod touch and click the Link to Keynote
button. Next, a four digit code appears on your iPod touch's screen that you will need to enter into Keynote on
your Mac. The iPod touch then appear as a linked device and can now control Keynote on your Mac, (see
screenshot below.)
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Using Keynote Remote 
Next, you can open the Keynote 09 presentation you want to control on your Mac. Next, you will adjust the
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Settings on your Keynote Remote. These settings include the machine you are currently linked to, orientation, as
well if you want Presenter Notes to be displayed or not, (these are automatically disabled in Landscape view.) 
After adjusting all settings, you can click the Done button to start controlling your presentation.

Once you do this, you can click to Play Slideshow and your presentation will appear onscreen. Once the
presentation is displaying on your iPod, you can swipe the image of the slide on your iPod touch screen to
advance or return to the previous slide on your Mac. While in portrait mode, you will see any of your presenter
notes at the bottom of your screen on yellow-lined paper! If you control your presentation In landscape mode,
you will see your current slide and a preview of your next slide. The Options button at the upper left will let you
jump to the first slide, the last slide, or view the Settings of the Keynote Remote app.
 

Closing Thoughts on Keynote Remote 
If you are delivery presentation using Keynote 09, the Keynote Remote is a slick, simple app to let you do so
using your iPod touch and iPhone. Its straightforward, simple approach makes it easy to deliver your Keynote 09
presentations from the palm of your hand. If you want to display older Keynote presentation, you will need to
upgrade and run them in Keynote 09 in order to use Keynote Remote. Otherwise, you will need to use another
presentation pointer solution to control older version of Keynote.
 

Stage Hand - Feature Rich, Powerful Keynote Conroller 
For the ultimate in Keynote presentation control, Stage
Hand is the app for the task. Offering a gorgeous
interface along with a host of innovative features, Stage
Hand makes it easy to interact with and control Keynote
presentations with style, polish & ease of use.
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Setting Up Stage Manager - Helper Application for Stage Hand 
To use the app, you will need to first install Stage
Manager, Stage Hand's companion server app, on
your Mac. The Stage Manager server app then make a
Bonjour connection with your iPod touch once it
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detects that Stage Hand is running and you need to
click your device in the Stage Manager software to
‘pair’ the iPod to the server app.
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Using Stage Hand 
Once that is done, Stage Hand on your iPod touch will then detect any presentation that is open in Keynote on
your Mac and they will be listed on your iPod touch in Stage Hand. A Settings button at the top of this
Presentations list will let you adjust the general and mode settings of the Stage Hand app.

Once you select a presentation from the list, the next screen will let you set up the info for playing back your
presentation. You can specify what slide to start at, as well as set a timer or countdown. Tapping ‘begin’ launches
the presentation and brings you into the presentation mode of Stage Hand.

With Stage Hand, you only see your notes, along with an optional control toolbar at the bottom. This toolbar
provides buttons to go the Previous and Next slides, black out the screen, lock the orientation of your iPod in
Notes modes, as well adjust the volume of your Mac anytime during your presentation.

Anytime while in Notes portrait mode, if you hit the Index button, you get a list of all your slides, along with some
other controls. In this view, you can set it to show a small thumbnail of the slide along with its title text. Tapping
any slide jumps to that particular slide. Using the controls above the list, you can either black-out or white-out
the screen in a smooth fade. There is also a button while lets you access a slider to control the Mac’s volume.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of Stage Hand is its elegant highlighting feature. When you turn your iPod
touch sideways while presenting your presentation, the app switches to a Slide Preview view. From there, if you
tap anywhere on your slide preview and the Stage Manger overlays its spotlight effect over your presentation of
the Mac. You can then move your finger around to move the spotlight across the presentation and the type of
spotlight can be set in the Stage Manager on your Mac.

While in the Slide Preview mode, Stage Hand also allows you to use several gesture combinations for interacting
with your presentation such as using a two-finger tap to hide the spotlight, pinching and zooming can be done to
increase or decrease the size of the spotlight, and a two-finger drag to switch slides.
 

Closing Thoughts on Stage Hand 
With all of its intuitive interface and well thought features, Stage Hand is the most powerful, high customizable
Keynote presentation tool available for the iPod touch. If you need to deliver Keynote presentations and want to
have the ultimate in control over the presentation from afar, Stage Hand is definitely an app you should consider
add to your presentation tool set. In addition, the app also support Keynote 08 as well as Keynote 09
presentations if you need to support both presentation types!
 

Useful Utilities: iPod touch as Productivity Booster
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While the iPod touch has many uses for educators and students alike as a media player, Internet communication
device, and even a gaming unit, its true power in terms of boosting productivity for education comes from its
ability to run applications which let you increase, extend, and even enhance your computer experience far beyond
the simple media playback and web surfing that the iPod touch can provide.

This section of the exhibit highlights some of the best apps which let you perform useful utility tasks right on
your iPod touch. While many of these apps several simple, singular purpose, their simplicity is what makes them
truly compelling as tools that can help you get more out of teaching and learning using your iPod touch in the
classroom
 

TAPPING INTO YOUR MAC’S A/V CAPABILITIES 
The iPod is a very capable media player which can play a wide variety of audio and video files. However, your
computer can play and store even more media that your iPod itself. In addition, some of the hardware built into
your Mac such as its microphone and iSight video camera provide media capture which is not possible with the
iPod touch. Likely, there is a small breed of applications which are well-suited to helping your tap into these A/V
capabilities of your Mac and exploiting with your iPod touch. Here are some of those apps and how they might be
of benefit in educational environments
 

Air Mic Live Audio - Your Remote Ear for iPod touch 
Air Mic Live Audio is a iPod touch application (and small
server application on your PC or Mac) that lets you to listen
to the live audio stream (with about five seconds of delay
depending on the network) captured from your Mac’s built-
in microphone deliver to your iPod touch for listening!

There are several scenarios where Air Mic may come in
useful to educators. Here are a few ways:

 Remotely listen to a classroom to audit instruction or a
presentation from afar

Listen in as students working at a remote location.
Record ANY audio captured by a Mac that you want to hear locally on your iPod touch for playback later on!
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To use the app, you first need a PC or Mac at the monitored location that has the Air Mic server software
[http://www.senstic.com/iphone/airmic/airmic.aspx] installed and running. This host machine must also share a Wi-Fi
network with any iPod touch that will listen to its audio stream. In the server application on the host Mac, you will
set the audio device to be use to listen as well as the access information.

Next, to listen you just need to launch Air Mic on your iPod and make sure you are on the same WiFi network as
the computer you want to connect to. After launching the app, you choose the type of connection you want to
make (either Bonjour or IP Address), enter access password, select the audio source to use on the host machine,
and you can start listening!
 

Air Cam Live Audio - iSight Video Stream for iPod touch 
Air Cam Live Video is another Pod app (and server
software on your PC or Mac) by Senstic that lets you view
live video feed (and optionally, audio) from your iSight
webcam (or any compatible external webcam) for Mac or
Windows directly on your iPhone/iPod Touch using your Wi-
Fi network.

Air Cam can provide several added benefits in an
educational enviroment. A few ways it can be applied in the
classroom include:

 Ad-hoc solution to broadcast and receive an event live on an iPod touch using just a WiFi connection
Ability to remotely monitor a lab, classroom, or other location for security purposes
Capture snapshots of the video feed and save them to the iPod's photo library.
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To use the app, you first need a PC or Mac which has either a built-in iSight camera (or a compatible webcam)
and will share a WiFi network with the iPod(s) to be used to view its video feed. On this host machine, you will
need to download and install the Air Cam server software. Once the Air Cam server software is installed and
running, you will set the video and audio sources to be used as well as enter and save the access information.

Next, to view your video feed, you need to launch the Air Cam app on your iPod. After launching the app, you
choose the type of connection you want to make (either Bonjour or IP Address), enter the access information,
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select the video and audio source to use on the host machine, and you can start watching your live video stream
right from the palm of your hand. In addition to being able to capture still images from the video feed, you can
even adjust the volume, frame rate and sync control of the video feed directly from your iPod! 
 

AirPhones - Streaming Any Audio from Mac to iPod touch 
AirPhones is an useful application by smashart that turns
your iPod touch into a set of wireless headphones. This
innovative yet simple app makes it possible for you to
take any audio playing out of your Mac to be heard on an
iPod touch that is connected to the same WiFi network.

AirPhones has many practical applications in the
classroom. Among the ways that educators may find
AirPhones helpful include:

 Remote listening to audio feeds that won't playback
natively on the iPod but will on a Mac (i.e. - Flash, RealPlayer, Windows Media, etc.)

 Ability stream audio files "on the fly" without needing to download or sync them to the iPod at all...saving both
time and memory space on the device!

Listening to audio from videos or DVDs being played on a Mac more clearly without the need to have external
speakers attached to the Mac playing the media.
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To use the app, you first need install the AirPhones server application [http://airphonesapp.com/] on your Mac. This
application adds an additional output device to your Sound preferences pane called AirPhone Speakers and a
handy menulet to access the server app with just once click.

Once the server application is installed and running on your Mac, you'll launch the AirPhones mobile application
on your iPod touch. The first time you launch the app, you will then need to confirm a connection between the
mobile app and the server app. Upon being connected, your iPod touch should play your Mac's sound output. The
mobile app offers one slider control which lets you adjust the volume of the Mac audio being played.ndows
version in the future.
 

GETTING MORE FROM THE WEB 
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The iPod has been proven to be a viable tool to surf and communicate using the web. While the ability to surf the
web and send email are certain the mainstays of what you is done with the iPod touch, there are a class of
applications which can help you get even more out of your iPod touch's web connection, letting you do everything
from save websites right onto your device to surfing the web with even greater efficiency. These are some of
those apps can help you solidify your uses of the iPod touch as Internet communication device.
 

Site Saver - Simple Web Downloader for iPod touch 
Although you can surf websites readily with it when you
are on a WiFi network, there may be times when you as
educator or a student may need to access a website when
you don't have a network connection. In these cases, you
will want to save and view the website offline. Luckily,
there are some apps for the iPod touch that let you do
just that. Site Saver
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=302956594&mt=8] is a simple mobile app that allows you
to save webpages locally on your iPod Touch or iPod
touch. This way the sites you download can be viewed without needing to be connected to a WiFi network!
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To use the app, you start by click the Save a Site button where you are presented with the in app browser where
you can navigate to the webpage you want to save while you are on a WiFi connection. Once the page has loaded,
clicking the Save button in the upper right hand corner of the browser will download a copy of the page to the
View Saved Sites area. When you click into this area using the Done button in the upper left corner of the browser,
you will see a list of all pages that have downloaded as well as an arrow next to each where you can conveniently
refresh downloaded pages the next time you have a WiFi connection.

For simple offline storage of content, Site Saver works well if you need to occasionally save a few webpages and
don't mind needing to them into a separate browser before downloading them. Site Saver meets a basic need and
does so with ease.
 

iSaveWeb - Feature Rich Site Downloader 
iSaveWeb
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=305594530&mt=8] is another application for download
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webpages that offers more options for saving as well as
locating saved pages of webpages you have saved directly
to iPhone or iPod touch. To download a site with
iSaveWeb, you can do so using the app's browser or most
conveniently, directly from Mobile Safari browser when
using a special bookmark
[http://www.isaveweb.com/products/isw_iphone/tour4.html.] that can
be set up using the directions [http://www.isaveweb.com/products/isw_iphone/tour4.html.] at MaximumSoft Corp., makers
of the app.
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As pages have been downloaded, you can locate saved pages by either Date, Domain name, Title or URL.
Download pages will also sport their favicon for easy spotting among the list. If you need to save lots of pages on
your iPod touch for offline viewing and want to do so on a regular basis using Mobile Safari, iSaveWeb is a utility
that you will find handy to have on your iPod touch.
 

Pingle - Update All Social Networks at Once 
If you are an educator who has a PLN of several social
networks or a student who social networks as part of your
academic pursuits, you know it can be a time consuming to
go to each service website to make changes over and over
again. Once again, there is an app that can make this task
much easier in one fell swoop!

Pingle is an application for the iPod touch and iPhone which
allows you to update your status, post links, upload photos,
and update your location on all your social networks at
once.  Write once, post everywhere! Or you can post to some of them, or just one at a time, depending on your
whim and intended audience. To accomplish this task, Pingle is a client which connect to the Ping.FM social
networking aggregator service. With Pingle, you can use your iPod touch lets you to post text, photos, and
location updates to the Ping.fm website which in turn updates all your blogs, microblogs, and social networks at
once.
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To use Pingle, you will first need to have a Ping.FM account. The service is free and easy to setup by going to
http://ping.fm. Once you have created your account and set up the social network service you want to use. You
can launch the Pingle app on your iPod touch. The first time you launch the app, you will need to configure the
app with a mobile key that you will get from Ping.fm. After setting up the app, you can start posting to any or all
of the social networks you have set up though Ping.fm.

Pingle supports a number of rich editing features such as photo library integration for posting images and
location integration. Other features of the app include a section to vview & repost from the history of your
previous pings as well as a Google Maps based viewer to see and modify your posted location.

If you use several social networks on a regular basis, Pingle is an app that offers some powerful and handy
features for making the most of your social networking efforts. You should check it out and you will be sure to
see to harness the power of Ping.fm on the go!
 

Dynup - Dynamic DNS Client for iPod touch 
If you regularly need to connect to your iPod touch over a
network as a part of working with certain applications such
as downloading or uploading files (with a program like
AirSharing) then you often need to enter the current IP
address assigned to your device into a desktop computer
and the necessary port number to connect to your device. If
you have to do this on regular basis at a variety of locations
where the IP address changes each time, this can be a very
time consuming process.

To save time, you can use Dynamic DNS. Dynamic DNS will allow you to create a hostname that points to your
iPod touch, providing an easy-to-remember URL for quick access. Using dynamic DNS, you can access files
remotely on your iPod over a network with ease and without needing register a web domain! DynUp
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=310800473&mt=8] is a application for the iPod touch that
makes it easy to update Dynamic DNS for multiple hostnames right from your device!
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To use this app, you need to first set up a Dynamic DNS account at a free service such as DynDNS.com. After you
have created an account, you need to set up a Free Dynamic Hostname for your device (such as
mikesipod.gotdns). Next in the Dynup app, you will need to do is enter your hostname. From here, you can
regularly update your iPod touch's IP address to the DynDNS service to either the external, internal, If the app
sees that sees that your IP address has changed, it sends (updates) the new IP address to your hostname in your
DynDNS.com account. With the IP address up-to-date there, you can simply use your hostname each time to
connect to your device all the time instead of having to enter a new IP whenever your iPod's IP changes.

Dynup can makes connecting to your iPod much easier since only need to remember your hostname to reach your
files and services on your iPod touch. This app can therefore be can be a great timesaver for teachers and
students alike who need to connect to it to access files and services on the device!
 

iCab Mobile - Feature Rich, Alternative Web Browser 
If you have a need to do lots of web surfing on your
iPod touch, iCab Mobile
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=308111628&mt=8] (the little brother of the iCab browser
for the Mac) is a feature-rich, alternative mobile web
browser that can make the task even easier and quicker
than you would have imagined.

While mobile Safari is a solid built-in option for general
web surfing, the extensive and innovation features in
iCab Mobile are ones you won't find in any other
browsers for the iPod touch, making it a top notch app for more convenient web surfing. For example, iCab
provides easy one tap access to any of the web sites that are found in your address book of your Pod touch,
similar to the desktop version of Safari. Another appealing feature is the app's flexible and extensive support for
tabs. To start with, you can also let the app open new tabs in the background and tabs are easily to accessed in
iCab Mobile using a list interface so you can open as many tabs as you want! Just flick up or down the list of tabs
to access any webpages you have open. The app also gives you options of how tabs are handled whether you want
to open links in new tabs, in the current Tab or let the web page decide where to open links.
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Other useful features of iCab Mobile includes its Fullscreen mode which hides all toolbars so the web page can
use the whole screen. (Just shake your device to bring all toolbars back!) Likewise, iCab Mobile lets you use a
Private Browsing mode where nothing is stored in the history. In addition, you can also delete history and cookies
manually at any time or automatically when quitting. Finally, iCab Mobile offers a bunch of filters which are
designed to block most ads from appearing on webpages that are loaded into the browser.

Searching is one of the most important actions in the internet and iCab Mobile delivers in the task beyond what
you think is possible on a mobile device! When you want to search, a search screen appears where you can select
between different search engines. (You can even customize the search engine list using the bookmark features of
the browser!) Perhaps among the most useful and powerful search features is the ability to search for words and
phrases within the currently displayed web page. They will become highlighted in yellow for easy spotting on your
page.

Other key timesaving features of the browser let you save you time and effort when it comes to typing with the
iPhone keyboard. For example, it offers the ability to save forms that you've filled out manually, so the next time
you have to fill out the form, you can let iCab Mobile do this for you! The app also has a handy URL completion
feature helps you entering URLs in the URL field. Based on the letters you've typed in, you'll get a list of URLs from
the history or bookmarks you can select from! Finally, the app can start with a certain homepage but can also
restore the web pages and tabs that were open when the app has quit before.

With so many useful and powerful features, iCab Mobile can offer many, many added benefits to your mobile web
surfing experience. If you need one of the most powerful mobile browser for the iPod touch, iCab Mobile delivers
and may be the right browser for when you need to do some "power browsing" on your iPod touch!
 

KEEPING TRACK OF CLERICAL TASKS 
With all its media playback and Internet capabilities, the iPod touch can also serve as an excellent tool to maintain
and track information for all kinds of tasks. Some of the best examples in education are those everyday clerical
tasks that teachers perform as part of the professional duties but aren't part of their instructional responsibilities.
These apps are great for keep tabs on tasks that might otherwise be done on a computer but can be conveniently
and quickly done on the go using the iPod touch instead.
 

Delivery Status touch - Finding Where School Deliveries Are On the Go 
If you are like most educators and have ever
ordered something that you need as part of your
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instruction, you know how nerve wracking it can
be without knowing (or perhaps if) a shipment
will arrive at your school. Luckily, Delivery
Status touch is a full featured app that makes
tracking such packages an easy and enjoyable
process.

With what started as an excellent Dashboard
widget for Mac OS X, Delivery Status touch is a polished, easy to use application for your iPod touch that can use
check the status of your packages anywhere, anytime, eliminating the need to comb through e-mails for tracking
numbers or links for your orders every time you want to check on the status of a shipment.
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To track a shipment with the app, you start by getting shipment info onto your iPod touch. The first way you can
do this is simply entering the info right into the app itself. There are well over 22 major shipping services and
even some popular online stores available for you to track from.

Alternatively, you can also grab delivery info from mobile Safari using a special bookmarklet that you click on
once you are viewing the shipment details page from the shipper. Perhaps best yet, you can even enter package
details into an account your create on Junecloud’s website or into your free Delivery Status widget for Mac OS X
Dashboard and then syncing them to your iPod touch using the web!

Once shipments are entered, the app shows a list of all of the deliveries you are tracking as well as the status of
each one. When you click the status icon of an entry, this top “sheet” peels off using a slick animated page turn,
and provides you more information on that delivery. Dismiss this info and you are returned to the list.

If need to track packages from a variety of shipments as part of your teaching assignment, Delivery Status touch
can be a great timesaver as well as important tool so you can be prepared in the classroom. While there may be
other tracking solutions for the iPod touch, Delivery Status touch offers a comprehensive, polished solution that
will help you meet this need very well.
 

Balance - Keep that Grant Balance in Check 
If you have ever needed to manage funds in your
classroom, for example, tracking the incomes and
expenses of a grant fund or an expense account, you may
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have used a spreadsheet program or even a simple written
ledger you keep in your desk. Believe it or not, your iPod
touch can be a tool to help you with these kind of tasks
too!

Balance is an application for the iPod touch that was
designed to help keep track of the balance of a single
account. Intended to replicate a paper-based checkbook register, Balance lets you track credits and debits to the
account. When you enter a new transaction, the app automatically recalculates the account’s balance. In addition
to making it easy to track your finances, you can protect your information with a password.  Best of all, Balance
even lets you to export your transactions to your computer so you can work with further from there. Once you
export the data by either email downloading to a desktop computer using a web browser, the app even provides
detailed instructions on how you can easily import the data into a spreadsheet program on your Mac or PC.
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With Balance, you can track funds quickly with just a few taps. With a simple yet effective interface, the app makes
it very easy to keep tabs on your funds on the go, thus saving you time and energy from being tethered to a desk
to manage monies for your classroom. If you need to manange money from a single account as a part of your
work as an educator, Balance is a capable and handy app to add to your toolset.
 

TIMESAVING TOOLS FOR THE IPOD TOUCH 
With its ability to run such a variety of applications to extend the device, some of the most useful apps for the
device are those which can be just plain helpful and help you save a little time. As educators, any time that can
be saved is surely valued and any value we can get out our classroom resources is appreciated. Some of the apps
in this section will help you to save time and effort as well as let you maximize the use of the iPod touch as a
useful tool for teaching & learning.
 

Dictonary.com Dictionary & Thesaurus - Free Feature Rich Free Reference Tool 
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As educators, we often may need to look up a word to
make sure it is spelled right or find just the right word
choice for something we are writing. We certainly expect
and hope the same from our students as well. When these
situations, you may pick up a paper dictionary or jump
online to find a definition or synonym. Luckily,
Dictionary.com, part of the Ask.com network, has
launched a free iPhone app aptly called Dictionary.com
Dictionary & Thesaurus
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=308750436&mt=8] that delivers lets you look up definitions and synonyms from Dictionary.com and
Thesaurus.com, reaching into a database of more than 275,000 definitions and 80,000 synonyms.
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Using a clean, attractive interface, the Dictionary.com app offers up word definitions with example sentences,
non-standard uses, word origin and history. Among the key features of this excellent app is the audio
pronunciations that are avaliable any word you look up (as long as you are on a WiFi connection). This is a really
great feature to have for those words that are tricky to pronounce. Another handy section of the app uses
Thesaurus.com to show you similarly spelled words to the one you look up. A History section gives you quick
access to any words you have looked up with the app and perhaps best of all, the Word of the Day section will
suggest a new word for you to learn so you can build your vocabulary. While the app works best when connected
to the Internet, you can access definitions and synonyms offline.

If you would like a dictionary on your iPod touch, Dictionary.com’s app fits the bill nicely and makes a great free
reference tool to have on your device. It is sure to come in handy sometime for everyone—educators and students
alike!
 

Print & Share - Print Just About Anything from Your iPod touch 
If you have every wanted to print something from your
iPod touch, perhaps the best option for doing so is Print
& Share
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=301656026&mt=8], an application for your device which
lets you print almost anything right from your iPod
Touch using some server software which you need to
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install on a laptop/desktop computer connected to your
printer.

Once the server software called WePrint
[http://mobile.eurosmartz.com/print/download.html] is installed on your Mac or PC, it will automatically find your computer's
printers and allow your iPod touch to select which printer to use. In most cases, the print server software will
simply install and run with no configuration required and “Print & Share” will automatically find it!
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Offering options to print emails, attachments, files, photos, contacts and web pages, Print & Share offers a
powerful interface for accessing, viewing, printing & sending virtually any kind of file the iPod touch can handle!
For example, in addition to printing emails you receive, Print & Share lets you email files as attachments using the
power email client that is built right into the application. Besides extensive email and printing options, files can
be copied from the app to or from your computer and most files/attachments and organized into folder in the app
interface as well as being able to be viewed. Basic text files can even be edited in the app!

A powerful built-in web browser of the app lets you not only print web pages but you can also send web pages as
attachments an save webpages for offline viewing. Bookmarks can even be imported from your Mac or to make
the Print & Share web browser even more flexible to your needs.

The Contact section of the app taps into your iPod touch address book so you print contact information right from
your device. A search field makes it easy to find someone quickly by typing their name.

Lastly, the Images section of the app will let you select any number of image from your device's photo library so
they can be saved as files in the app, emailed, viewed in the app, or printed.

For the all around feature rich print and file sharing application for the iPod touch, Print & Sharefor the iPod touch
makes printing and so much more functionality possible from the iPod touch. If you need to print from your iPod
touch, Print & Share is perhaps the best tool you have to do so.
 

Mail2Group - Email Many Recipients Easily 
As an educator, you often need to contact groups of
people, whether it is your students, parents or
colleagues. Unfortunately, the Mail application currently
does not support sending emails to group so this can be
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quite a task, especially if you need to send emails on a
regular basis. To overcome this problem, Mail2Group
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=292493461&mt=8] is a powerful, yet easy to use
application that works in conjunction with your iPod's
built in Mail app to easily send email to groups.
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Featuring a highly customizable yet simple interface, the app makes it easy for you to create as many groups as
you need with multiple contacts in each group. To set up a group, you can simply add contacts from your device's
built-in address book and conveniently, you can also add email address that appear outside of your contacts well.

As you add a contact to a group, you can change your contacts to be a either "To", "CC" or "BCC" recipients in the
group. Likewise, you can also change the label of contact to "X" to exclude them temporarily from the list. Perhaps
most convenient of all, a pre-defined subject and body message can be set for every group which makes it much
easier when you are sending repetitive information to same group of people often. One of the nicest features of
the app is its ability to reply or forward a message in your Mail app to a group of people quickly and easily. To do
this, follow these steps:

1. Open Mail Application, select the message to be forwarded (or replied).
2. Choose the forward or reply option from the bottom menu.
3. Close Mail App and Open Mail2Group.
4. Click on the Group that you would like to forward the mail.
5. The message to be forwarded is populated with all the recipient's email addresses.

One last bonus feature of the app is that you can also email pictures to a group by setting up your SMTP mail
server info into the app's preferences. Using a special mail screen with in the app, you choose your group, add a
subject, some message text, and a image from your photo library. Once the message is composed, you can shoot
it along to all the folks in a group.

If you need to email with groups of people from your iPod touch's Mail app and would like the ability to have
email templates for starting your group messages, Mail2Group is an ingenuous and well designed solution that
will save you time and energy in sending mass emails on the go!
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Groups: Drag & Drop Contacts Management - Slick Contact Group Creator to Go 
One of the features that is lacking in the built-in Contacts
app that is built into the iPod touch software that is
paramount for many educators are group management
functions. For example, if you want to put students for each
class in their own groups on your device or create small
sub-group of students for communicating with them about
a group project while you are planning on the go, these
kinds of activities, simply cannot be done with the Contacts
app. These tasks must be handled by a contact
management program (i.e. - Address Book in Mac OS X) on
your computer and synced with iTunes.

However, if you would like to add these ability to create & edit your device's groups (as well as email those
groups), Groups: Drag & Drop Contacts Management [http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=300891442&mt=8] from Guided Ways Technologies is one of the slickest ways to bring these features to your
device. Best of all perhaps is that this app adds additional functionality tapping into the same address book data
that the Contacts app uses as well! Therefore, any changes you make in Groups with update in Contacts!
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Upon opening Groups, you will see that is has a very attractive, slick interface. The app organizes groups into a
column of tabs down the left side of the iPhone’s screen. Contacts themselves will appear in the middle of the
screen and like the iPhone’s default contacts manager, a quick alphabet scroll appears on the right and a search
bar is available along the top. A few additional controls appear on either side of the search bar as well.

While Groups' interface design is very pleasant to use, its functionality is what really makes the app a standout.
This is because Groups lets you literally drag-and-drop individual contacts into groups! For example, to set up a
new group, you tap the Plus button in the upper left corner and enter a group name. Once that’s done, all you
have to do is drag and drop each contact on to its group tab. This done by putting a finger on a contact name and
waiting a second for it to light up, and then drag. Mass dragging several contact can be accomplished using a two
finger swipe, making it possible to add several contacts to a group at once. The first time you drag and drop a
name or names into each category, you’ll see a green square with a check mark. Drag the same name or names
into the same group a second time, and you’ll see a red square indicating that it’s a duplicate.

As contacts are added to various groups, you will see that the app place a small orange badge with a number in it
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next to their name which indicates the number of group the contact belongs to. Tap the icon and you’ll get a pop
out box listing the groups the contact belongs to along with the option to delete the contact from any of the
listed groups.

Once you’ve created a group, holding the Group tab pops up a screen with options to email the group, rename or
delete the group, and to remove all the members of the group. One of the handiest features of the app is its
ability to set up for sending out a mass e-mail to everyone within a group. Once you choose this option, you pick
what kind of message addressing you want to be used for all contacts (To, CC, BCC). This can be customized as
needed in the next steps though. From there, you can specify which email address to be used as well change the
To, CC, BCC addressing to each individual contact just by tapping. Contacts can also be skipped from being sent
message if need be as well. Once all addressing preparations are made, the app will launch your iPod touch's Mail
app and place the email addresses into the appropriate fields of a new message so you can begin composing.

Other features of the app include several built-in Smart Groups. These Smart Group tabs for filter for contacts that
lack names, phone numbers, images or email addresses. Tap any of those tabs to see a list of contacts that fit in
each of those categories. This way you can see what contacts you might want to update with missing information.
The app also has has additional Smart Group tabs for All, Singles and Trash. The Single tab displays contact
names that do not belong to any other group and contacts dragged into the Trash group are deleted when you
sync with iTunes on your desktop, but you can still retrieve them until then. Unfortunately, you can’t modify the
settings that Groups uses to create these smart groups.

The Keypad icon lets you locate contacts by dialing their phone numbers and matching any numbers you enter to
any of your contact. The Keyboard screen also lets you quickly enter a new contact without need to visit your
Contacts app.

With an gorgeous, intuitive interface, Groups is the app to have if you need to do contact management on your
iPod touch. Its timesaving features as well as its ability to tie directly into your existing address book make the
app a true resource to have as part of your iPod touch utility toolset.
 

COMPUTER ENHANCEMENTS WITH IPOD TOUCH 
While the iPod touch is a very capable device in its own right, there are actually some apps which can help you to
get more out of your computer by serving as an extension of your computer hardware itself. These apps help
make the iPod an indispensable piece of equipment that can make a desktop computer even more useable than
without the iPod!
 

NumPad - Make Laptop Number Crunching a Breeze 
One of the biggest inconvenience when working on a
laptop computer if you are trying to "crunch some
numbers" such as enter grades, working on a budget, or
some similar task is the lack of a numeric keypad.
Fortunately, as they say, "there is an app for that!"
NumPad
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=297623436&mt=8] is an app that turns your iPod touch into
a wireless numeric keypad for just these situations.
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The application is easy to configure and is compatible with Mac OS X, Windows, and even Linux. For set up on the
Mac, NumPad uses Apple’s Bonjour to work directly with Leopard’s Screen Sharing and Tiger’s Remote Desktop
for an ultra easy and quick setup. To set up the app for Mac OS X, you simply use the app's built in Connection
Manager to automatically scans for OS X computers and then add them as connections to the app. There are even
some nice interface features you can change in the app's Settings. For example, you can change the interface to
one of three keyboard styles: Late 2008 MacBook, Apple White Keyboard, or the new MacBook Pro’s Silver, enable
sound feedback, as well as adjust the behavior of some of the keys in the app.

If you need to do a lot of number crunching on your laptop, NumPad is an app you will want to have on your iPod
touch to let you get even more out of your computer!
 

Air Mouse Pro - The Ultimate Remote Trackpad & Control for Your Mac 
As an educator, there are probably times when you
use a presentation remote (or a iPod touch
presentation control application) to deliver
presentations, there may be time when you want to
surf the web, play media files, or even launch and
control program while presenting in your classroom
and don't want to be tethered to your computer. If this
is the case, then Air Mouse Pro for the iPod touch is
a tool you need to have.

After downloading and installing the Air Mouse Pro server application onto your Mac or Windows computer and
establishing a WiFi connection between your computer and iPod touch, Air Mouse Pro lets you instantly turn your
device into a powerful remote control for all kinds of tasks on your computer. To use the app, you will need to
install and run the Air Mouse Server software on the Mac you want to control. From there, all you need to do is
launch the app on your iPod touch and thanks to Bonjour, the app and server program should connect.
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Once you are connected, the Air Mouse Pro screen offers a large two-button trackpad on the top half of the
screen for controlling your mouse pointer, while the bottom half can be switched between media control buttons,
web surfing controls, F keys and arrow keys, or a keyboard for typing, depending on your needs.

The additional controls of Air Mouse Pro make it a pleasure to use for presentation tasks beyond advancing slides
like surfing the web or play media programs with ease. If you often use a variety of computer tools as a part of
your instructional delivery, Air Mouse Pro is an app you should have to help you maximize convenience as well as
efficiency in your use of your computer as a presentation tool!
 

Network & System Diagnostics from iPod touch 
As a powerful piece of technology, the iPod touch can provide a wealth of information about its onboard
processes and hardware. While this information may seems like something only a "computer geek" would
appreciate, some of the apps for check and maintaining these processes on your iPod touch can actually help you
get more out of your device if you use some of these apps to help you observe, control, and monitor the network,
storage, and other system information that your iPod touch can provide you.
 

WifiTrak - Useful, Effective Wireless Scanner 
While the iPod does offer a built-in manager to show you
nearby WiFi connection, there may be times when you need
to connect to the strongest network and aren't sure which
one that may be. Perhaps other times, you are somewhere
you don't know what networks are available and want to
seek out the open or free ones. In these cases, the app
WiFiTrak is the right tool for the job.
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WifiTrak works by scanning for all available WiFi devices and networks in the area and tests each network it finds
for usability. The app works by presenting a list of networks it finds and sorts them from most useable (open, not
redirected, strongest signal) to least useable (secured or hidden, weak signal). The app offers an incredible
amount of control over options such as scan time and the ability to set minimum required strength. As you would
expect, you can forget and remember networks from with the app as well as get access to about a bevy of
technical information about found networks such as MAC address, channel, signal strength, and authentication
used.

Some nice interface features of the app let you set it so that it will play a notification sound for when an ideal
network is found. You can even auto connect to ideal works or set the app to launch Safari or Mail when an
optimal network connection has been established! Beside these nice productivity options,

If you regularly move between locations and constant need to see what WiFi networks are available nearby,
WiFiTrak is an invaluable application to have on your iPod touch. Its useful and friendly interface offers a wealth of
info and can save you time and energy in seeking out the best connection for your device where ever you are!
 

Speedtest.net Speed Test - Check Your Internet Connection Speed 
If your Internet connection does not seem to be up to
snuff and wonder how fast your connection really is, you
may want to check your connectivity. Fortunately, the
Speedtest.net Speed Test
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=300704847&mt=8] app by world leader Ookla which
operates speedtest.net will let you do this right from your
iPod touch.
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The Speedtest.net app works by automatically determining your GPS coordinates and present you with a dial and
button that lets you test the upload and download speed of your device's connection to the Internet. As far as
other options, the app features an area will will let you adjust how the speeds are displayed and shows you the IP
address and GPS coordinates of your device's web connection. Another section of the app even keeps track of your
connection history.

If you like to see how fast your Internet connect is and want to track this information, the Speed Test app is a
simple, concise app which lets you do it with style and convenience.
 

iStat - System Diagnotics for Your iPod and Remote Macs 
If you want handy access to technical information about your
iPod with digging into your device Settings or connecting to
iTunes as well as the ability to free up memory on your
device, iStat
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=303034517&mt=8] is a handy application to have on your iPod
touch. In addition to providing your handy stats about your
iPod, the app can also let you monitor vitals of a remote Mac
as well right from the palm of your hand.
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After you launch the app, a Servers list will let you select either your iPod to view its information or connect to
any nearby or remote Macs you want to monitor which have the iStat Server software installed. Upon entering the
iPod monitoring section, you can easily see your iPod's memory usage, HD space remaining, uptime, load, WiFi
MAC Address, and Unique Identifier. The most useful features of this part of the app is its ability to free memory
or e-mail your Unique Identifier and WiFi Mac Address with the simple click on a button. Freeing up memory can
save you an iPhone restart, and e-mailing a Unique Identifier to a developer is the first step in getting an ad hoc
license for an app.

The Mac monitoring section of the app lets you remotely monitor computers running Mac OS X 10.4 or higher
that you have installed the iStat Server application onto. Connection to Macs can be made using either Apple's
Bonjour networking if devices are on the same network, or TCP/IP if the machine you want to monitor is outside
of your local network.

To monitor a Mac, you need first launch the server program on that Mac and get a five-digit pass code. This
passcode is then entered into the app on your iPod to authenticate the server with the client app on your device. If
you are connecting via Bonjour, the machine running the server will automatically appear in the Servers list on the
start screen of the app. Otherwise, you need to manually add the TCP/IP or hostname of the server machine you
want to connect to. When montioring a remote Mac, the application will display process information, detailed RAM
usage (including page ins and outs), free hard drive space, network statistics (including current up and down
rates), temperatures of different parts of the host machine, fan speed, uptime, and load.

In addition to its monitoring capabilities, iStat also offers two more useful tools that can be found in the tab bar
of the Servers screen. First is a ping utility with which you can send as many packets as you want to a host and
view its response time. A handy utility to have, and it's a nice bonus that you don't have to open up another
application to use it. Next is the ping icon in the tab bar, which is a trace route utility which can be used to figure
out where if you want to see where that is a delay between between your device and a server.

iStat is a great way to see information about your iPod and a remote Mac with its attractive and easy to read
interface. In addition, its built-in tools for freeing memory on your device, email your IP address, as well pinging
and trace routing, make it a nice general utility to have on your device.
 

MemoryInfo with Free Memory and Battery Level - Useful Info and Stop Restarts 
If you regularly use memory intensive apps on your iPod
and find yourself need to restart your iPod because of
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low memory problems, you may need an app to help
with this siuation. MemoryInfo with Free Memory and
Battery Level
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=306889629&mt=8] is just an app suited for this need.

As a low power, portable device, the iPod touch OS
comes with 128MB of runtime memory. This is the
amount of memory you have to run all applications on
your device. While you can only use one app at a time, some native iPhone applications such as Safari, Contacts,
and iPod can remain running even though you have closed them. This leaves any remaining memory available to
non-native applications. If there is not enough remaining memory, it can sometimes affect the performance of
non-native applications, sometimes even causing the applications to close unexpectedly.
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As a low power, portable device, the iPod touch OS comes with 128MB of runtime memory. This is the amount of
memory you have to run all applications on your device. While you can only use one app at a time, some native
iPhone applications such as Safari, Contacts, and iPod can remain running even though you have closed them.
This leaves any remaining memory available to non-native applications. If there is not enough remaining memory,
it can sometimes affect the performance of non-native applications, sometimes even causing the applications to
close unexpectedly.

To use the app, you simple launch it on your device. Once the app is open, you will see detailed information
about memory running on your device, a list of all currently running processes, as well as a runtime usage graph
to see how memory is being used. By hitting a simple button labelled Free Memory, the app will automatically free
up around 35 MB on your device by killing off any non-essential processes. This should allow you to avoid
memory problems without having to restart! Besides its memory monitoring and adjustment capabilities,
MemoryInfo also shows you a detailed image of your device's battery charge level and state.

For applications that seem to require more memory in order to run their best, MemoryInfo may be the right app to
run before to prevent your device from crashing in the middle of class. MemoryInfo may help you be more
productive the next time you need to address memory issues on your device.
 

Using iPod Touch to teach English Literature
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Success in school is directly related to how well students
can read and communicate their ideas through written and
oral forms. The responsibility placed upon the English
teacher is immense. The iPod Touch is here to lighten that
burden, In the English literature classroom, students need
tools to help them critically analyze what they read and
apply meaning to the written word. With the iPod touch,
students have valuable resources at their fingertips to help
them read and interpret literature, write effectively, listen for
nuance, and speak with eloquence.

 

Critical Reading 
Being able to read is the single greatest skill that students need to master. In literature classes, many of the
classics are taught as part of the core curriculum. The classics, like Shakespeare and Dickens, have differing styles
and specialized vocabulary. If students struggle with reading, iPod Touch apps can help bridge the gap for them.
The following apps are helpful with critical reading skills.
 

eReaders 
 

Classics 
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Classics [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/classics/id294773236?mt=8] is
a collection of over twenty handpicked literary
masterpieces, including The Iliad, Gulliver's Travels and
The Art of War. It has an intuitive and elegantly designed
reading interface with realistic page flips. Bookmarks are
automatically placed where the reader leaves off and
automatically remembers the page the next time the book
is opened. The font is clear and easy to see. The only
drawback is that the reader is limited to the publisher's
choice of books.

 

Stanza 
Stanza [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/stanza/id284956128?mt=8] is a
free electronic book app . This app allows the reader to
purchase popular new books from the Fictionwise eReader
store, or download from over 50,000 free classics and
original works housed in Project Gutenberg, Feedbooks,
and several other sources.

Stanza's library can be listed by author, title, or genre.
When reading, pages can be turned forward or backward by
tapping the right or left side of the iPod Touch screen.
Tapping the center of the screen allows the reader to
access the table of contents or search the text of the book.

Places are automatically bookmarked when the reader is finished.
 

Audiobooks Lite 
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Many students need to hear written content to be able to
understand it. Audiobooks Lite
[http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/audiobooks/id311507490?mt=8] is a free
app which has a library of over 1800 free audiobooks taken
from the LibriVox project. This project has volunteers from
around the world record their favorite classic books and
then release them for the world to enjoy. Perfect for the
English literature classroom, the simple interface makes
listening to classic literature an enjoyable experience.

 

100 Greatest Short Stories 
100 Stories [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/100-greatest-short-stories/id331619458?mt=8] is just that..an app housing a really
great selection of 100 preselected short stories including "The Monkey's Paw" by W.W. Jacobs, "The Most
Dangerous Game" by Richard Connell" and "Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad. When the reader chooses a
selection from the list, they are taken to the story which is scrolled through to the end. There are adjustments for
font size and bookmarks can be placed.
 

Reading Guides 
 

Cliffs Notes to Go 
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Many students use reading guides to help them think more
deeply about literature and understand the symbolism and
undertones.

CliffsNotes [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id338258719?mt=8] for the
iPod touch provides a fast, effective, and comprehensive
literature review. Each $.99 app provides access to
character, theme, plot summary, and analysis for over forty
titles. There are interactive quizzes and audio CramCasts as
well as text highlighting to note imporrtant sections for
further review. The notes can be bookmarked and searched.

 

EZ Read 
EZ Read [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ez-read/id303502623?mt=8] is an
incredible portable study guide. The user can browse all the
literature resources of SparkNotes.com and get detailed
overviews, character analysis, chapter summaries, key facts
and much more.

The interface includes an easy to access table of contents,
adjustable font size, and autosave history of visited pages.

 

Vocabulary Builders 
 

Blanks 
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A rich vocabulary has been proven to improve reading
comprehension and fluency.

Blanks [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/blanks/id286883373?mt=8] is a
free, fun application that helps a reader learn new English
words. Each screen shows a definitions and four choices as
possible answers. One of the choices is selected by dragging
it on the hole in the paper.

The app also keeps track of accuracy percentages. 

 

SAT and ACT Super Vocabulary Builder 
The Super Vocabulary Builder (SuVoBi)
[http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/act-sat-vocabulary-builder-by-
suvobi/id335313568?mt=8] uses artificial intelligence to create a
unique learning experience for each person. Using SuVoBe
for 30-60 minutes will allow SuVoBi to know enough about
the user to customize the experience automatically. The
app adjusts so that it balances difficult and easier words so
that the user is neither overly bored nor stressed.

 

Reading Resources 
 

Dictionary! 
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Dictionary! [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/dictionary/id293283136?mt=8]
is a free app that houses over 200,000 definitions with the
ability to look up more complex definitions on Wiktionary.
Each entry shows part of speech and definition.

 

Famous Quotations 
This free app has over 53,000 famous quotes which can be
browsed or searched. Quotes [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/53-
000-famous-quotes/id328619596?mt=8] can also be emailed and
bookmarked.

 

Using the iPod Touch to Write 
 

Evernote 
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Once an account is created at evernote.com, the Evernote
[http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/evernote/id281796108?mt=8] app helps
to synchronize text, photo, and audio notes. Evernote
auto-synchronizes with Mac, Windows, and the web.

A student can easily capture class notes and reserch, ideas
for creative writing topics, jot down self assessment
reflections, and record voice memos.

Because everything syncs, Evernote is an anytime, anywhere
app. Whether the student is at their laptop or desktop, or
on the go, Evernote will store all the work.

 

WritePad 
WritePad [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/evernote/id281796108?mt=8] is a
fun, free text editor with built in handwriting recognition that
allows a student to take notes either by using the built in iPod
keyboard or by physically drawing characters on the pad,
which WritePad converts into typed text. WritePad recognizes
cursive, print and mixed handwriting styles. What is written
can be stored as text files which can be emailed to anybody.

 

 

WordPress 2 
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Blogging has become an integral part of many English Lit
classrooms due to the ability to have anytime, anywhere
conversations about class content. Teachers and students
can post questions and comments to each other to keep
conversations going long after the class bell rings.

WordPress 2 [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/wordpress-2/id335703880?
mt=8] allows students to post to a WordPress.com blog from
their iPod touch. Photos can also be uploaded.

 

SimpleMind Xpress 
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For students with visual learning styles, organizing writing
theses can be very difficult. SimpleMind Xpress
[http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/simplemind-xpress-
mindmapping/id305727658?mt=8] allows them to create mind maps
of ideas and details and structure them into useful writing
outlines. Mind Map sizes are limited only by memory.

 

Essay Writing Wizards 
Niles Technology Group [http://www.essaywritingwizard.com/] has
created numerous writing wizards. Each app (ranging from
$2.99 - $26.99) focuses on a specific essay style. By
following the step-by-step Writing Intructions, students will
be guided to write an organized essay. Also built into the
app are revision prompts and guides for creating notes,
outline, and works cited pages.

Each app teaches the proper critical thinking and reasoning
required to complete about any type of essay, and instructs
how to review and revise for maximum clarity and meaning.

 

Other Notable Tools 
 

Voice Memos 
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Voice Memos [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/voice-
memos/id284447377?mt=8] allows the user to record and review
personal audio messages. Students can record for seconds
or hours. With a simple user interface, students can
brainstorm and compose when a pen will not suffice.

 

Keynote Remote 
Keynote Remote [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/keynote-
remote/id300719251?mt=8] controls Keynote presentations from
the iPod Touch. When teaching students public speaking, it
is essential to teach them to interact with and engage the
audience. Keynot Remote allows them to step away from the
podium and control the presentation from anywhere in the
room.

The user swipes the touch screen to advance or return to a 
previous slide. In portrait mode, presenter notes can be viewed; in landscape mode, the next slide can be
previewed.
 

Print n Share 
The Print n Share [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/print-n-share-the-
complete-idisk/id301656026?mt=8] app not only allows the user to
view and print email, documents, files, attachments,
photos, and pages from your iPod Touch, but it also allows
for storage and sharing of documents via iDisk

 

Teaching Civics & World History with iPod touch
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Marrying the Most Important Lessons with Mobile Technology 
While the technical demands of our society seem to make much of the focus in education these days on math,
science, and technology, one of the most important and still fundamental parts of all education programs is
teaching students the skills and ideals to become informed and responsible citizens. This is where the teaching of
civics is and will continue to be paramount to a student's education at all grades levels...whether elementary,
secondary, or beyond. In addition, in our ever connected global community, there is now more than ever a need to
give students a better understanding of nations around the world and how they have influenced our lives here in
the United States today, in the past, as well as the future.

While textbooks and great teachers are part of meeting these important learning goals, the technology of the iPod
touch can help us to meet these objectives with even greater ease and efficiency. With its powerful information
gathering and sharing capabiliites, the iPod touch can be an important and useful device for students to learn not
only the value and importance of citizenship but informed participants in our global society as well.

This section of the exhibit will focus on some of the applications and concepts that can make use of the iPod
touch a plausible and useful device as part of the civics and history classrooms of America. In the end, if used
effectively, the iPod touch can perhaps one of the most valuable tools to teach sound citizenship and global
education both within and far beyond the classroom itself!
 

PUTTING CIVICS IN ACTION 
It has been said that one of the greatest ways to teach civics is to involve students in the process of government.
Whether one realizes it or not, the iPod touch is a perfect device that can help meet this goal of "civics in action"
a reality. For example, out of the box, the iPod touch offers handheld access to the Internet as well as built-in
email communication. Using the capabilities alone, the iPod touch can be used as a tool to help students learn
about and interact with government entities as a part of their studies of our modern government.

Luckily, with the power of the App Store, civics education can be made even more meaningful and relevant on the
iPod touch. To enable this, a small class of apps has risen that can that can make the modern, portable
technology of the iPod touch an truly active and integral part of a student's civics education by putting civics into
real-life action! This lets them not only use technology in meaningful and useful ways but it also provide them
with a vehicle for developing strong habits of responsible citizenship later in life as well. Here are some of the
apps which can help create students citizens in ways before the iPod touch that were only imagined.
 

Visible Vote Mobile - Interactive Participation with Legislators Made Easy 
In modern America, contacting government officials and
expressing your views on key legislation is an important
part of being an active citizen.

One of the ways this can actually be applied by students
is the app Visible Vote Mobile
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=313840205&mt=8]. This innovative application for the
iPod touch and iPhone allows you to see how your
legislators have voted on actual legislation and then use
your device to vote on the same bills! Lastly and perhaps
best of all, the app even lets you update your legislators by sharing your voting preference with them via email
thus allowing you to participate in government itself!
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Using Visible Vote Mobile 
Using Visible Vote couldn't be simpler. For example, when you launch the app, it will prompt you to enter your
Settings into the app. This info includes your email, ZIP code, and state and these settings determine who your
legislators are automatically and assigns in the app for you.

Next, the first button along the bottom of the app will show you the Vote Summary area. This section will show
each of your legislators and see how your votes have compare to your legislators in terms of whether your votes
agree or disagree with them on the issues.

The next button will access the Vote Now section. This area will let you see the current unanswered issues that
you can vote on. Click on any of the issues will provide a detailed overview the legislation. At the bottom of the
description, a button allows you to vote your preference about the bill. Once you vote, your vote is then sent to
your legislators automatically!

Finally, the Write Legislator section gives you convenient access to compose an email message within the app that
you can then email off to your legislators with any additional thoughts or ideas you want to share with them
about the issues.

Closing Thoughts on Visible Vote Mobile

With its interactive and informative approach, Visible Vote Mobile is an excellent app to involve and engage
students in civics. It not only informs them of the issues affecting our lives today but it also involves them in the
process of government itself. With such a dynamic approach, it makes an excellent way to use technology
effectively in meeting the goals of creating informed, active citizens.
 

Congress+ - Complete Legislative Contacts Made Portable 
Among the most comprehesive apps for teaching civics is
Congress+
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=313840205&mt=8] by the Cohen Research Group. This
amazing app offers all of the vital information you need to
be an effective activist with legislator of the United States
Congress.
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For educators and students who want and need to know,
this app makes it easy to learn all about who represents
you or anyone else in the United States in Congress by
including their photos, district maps, election results, and official bios. Beyond these vital stats, the app also
provides a wealth of information that this an invaluable tool for becoming aware and involved with all that is
happening on Capitol Hill.
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Using Congress+ 
Conveniently, this powerful app lets you can view or search by the full Congress, the House or Senate, or search
directly for your Delegates, Representatives or Senators. What is perhaps best of all is that this app makes it easy
for you to connect with your Senators and Representatives by giving you immediate access to their office
telephone numbers, contact forms, and Twitter links.

You can even keep track of them with news, campaign finance information, and see how they vote on legislation.
If you are visiting DC, the app even lets you click on addresses within the app to load up Google Maps so you can
locate legislators offices with ease!

Under its More section, the app offers a collection of links to detailed relevant information sources on the web
related to Congressional activities as well. What is perhaps the most reassuring aspect of this app, is that while
most races and replacements are appointed, the app's developers are very timely in releasing updates to ensure
the app is always the most current and accurate information available.

Closing Thoughts on Congress+

With quick access to such vital and valuable information, Congress+ is an indispensable tool in the civics
classroom. By allow one to learn as well as communicate so easily with those who represent us in our
government, this tool can help make technology a seamless and important part of getting involved with
government. Certainly with this app in the hands of students and teachers alike, it can make government real and
realtime, two benefits that can make active citizenship a part of any civics classroom.
 

TEACHING THE RIGHTS OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP 
One of the important goals of civics education is to help students's learn and understand their rights as citizens.
One of the best ways to teach these concepts to students is using a straightforward, engaging format that they
will understand. One such way that may do the job nicely are some apps that spells out civil rights in ways that
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kids are surely able to be able to understand and use.
 

Your Rights - Civil Liberties Info Made Mobile 
Your Rights is a free civics app that has been created
specifically to providing effective and useful legal
guidance on one's civil rights in a user-friendly question
and answer format. When you launch the app, you will
see that all content is convenient split up into three
sections: Documents, ACLU Information, and
Encountering with Law Enforcement. Under each of these
sections, a simple list interface provides convenient
access to the information contained with in the app, thus
making all information just a few finger taps away if a
question is posed or comes up in classroom discussion.
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Using Your Rights 
To begin with, when one access the first section of the app, Documents, it offers the complete text of the two
founding documents upon which our basic civil rights is based. Also included in this section are other documents
that have been profound in forming our government. These are great to have right within the app so you have
handy reference to these source documents within the context of some of the other information presented.

The next section entitled ACLU Information offers a host of information about the American Civil Liberties Union,
the leading national organization which aims to defend American rights, by litigating, legislating, and educating
the public on a broad array of issues affecting individual freedoms in the United States. Some of the sub sections
in this app would make great talking points in a civics class and most of this information is updated
automatically. Whenever you launch Your Rights on your iPod touch and you have an WiFi connection, the ACLU
News sections of the app are updated automatically! You will see the updated progress appear at the bottom of
the app shortly after you open it each time.

The last section of the app addresses Encountering Law Enforcement. This section offers advice and what rights
you have when you are stopped, questioned, arrested, or searched by law enforcement officers under various
circumstances. There is even a special section for the rights of non-citizens as well.

Closing Thoughts on Your Rights
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While Your Rights passes on the information presented that has been obtained from the ACLU, it is not an
authoritative legal guide that should be dictated as part of an educational program. Rather, it can served an
excellent tool to provide insight to students on how some laws have and continue to influence our freedoms and
rights. Surely, this app is one makes sense in providing some perspective and information on civil liberties and
how they have come to be in the United States.
 

STUDYING AMERICAN HISTORY TO LEARN CIVICS 
A major part of many civics classes is studying historical events, locations, and landmarks of our nation. By
understanding the history of our country, we can gain a sense of identity, purpose, and nationalism from our past
and this lets us build our heritage so we can appreciate, value, and preserve our freedoms. In our efforts to
educate students on the heritage of our country, the iPod touch can once again be instrumental in meeting this
goal.
 

USA Factbook and Quiz - Powerful Study Tool for American History 
One of the best apps for studying United States history
using the iPod touch is USA Factbook and Quiz
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=301697424&mt=8]. Using a clean, inviting interface, the
app provides instant access to a vast amount of
information about the United States.

The value of this app is that not only can it serve as a
valuable reference tool to the civics student but it can
also make learning the information even easier by the
quiz features built into the app itself!
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Using USA Factbook and Quiz 
When the app loads, buttons lets you quickly connect to all various topics covering Documents, States, Maps,
Anthem & Flag, Major Cities, and Presidents. Once you click into a topic, the app has quite a bit information built
in as well as link to Wikipedia where even more information is available. Conveniently, almost all entries even
provide an email link where you can send along a link to any entry in the app! This feature can be very convenient
for students and teachers who want to send along info to themselves or others as they learn about it!
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As mentioned above in the intro, the best feature of the app for students is the section called “Quiz”, where there
are three different modes: “Capitals”, “Locations” and “All”. When quizzing on Capitals, you get a state name and
you need to select the correct capital among 4 possibilities. Similarly, when quizzing on locations, you will see a
map with a state highlighted in red with 4 possible state names and you need to choose the correct one. When
quizzing on All, there is a mix of both Capitals and Locations.

Closing Thoughts on USA Factbook and Quiz

If you need to learn some of the detailed facts about the United States and want to do so with style and speed,
the USA Factbook and Quiz can be a great tool to add to your device. It offers an elegant, polished solution to
learn more about America as well as tools that make studying the content a natural and simple part of the
process.
 

America Deluxe - Mobile Encyclopedia of American History 
Another great app for studying and learning about
American history is aptly called America Deluxe

[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=298272306&mt=8]. Packed with an incredible amount of
information, America includes information on ranging from the founding documents, as well historical photos and
geographical information about U.S. states, wars, memorials, discoveries, events, natural wonders and even
important prehistoric sites!
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Using America Deluxe 
Using a simple list interface, one can simply drill down into the information on the topics presented. Conveniently,
many of app's entries include weblinks that open within the app using a built-in web browser, so you don’t lose
your place or leave the app itself to get related information.
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Besides offering the wealth of information on many unique aspects of America, the app also features extensive
and detailed biographies on each of the Presidents.

Closing Thoughts on America Deluxe

If you want an app that offers the most amount of American history for handy reference, look no further than
America Deluxe. It excels at sharing and teaching others the greatness that is America. In that sense, it is a
perfect app to put into the hands, minds, and curriculum of students learn about civics.
 

STUDYING PRIMARY SOURCE DOCUMENTS DIGITALLY 
A large part of learning civics is the study of source documents and understanding their significance. By doing
this, one can help make connections between the principles embodied in these important documents of the past
and how they impact our rights, responsibilities, and actions in modern America. Unfortunately, studying these
documents can be time consuming and difficult. Luckily, there is an app that can make the study and analysis of
documents much easier and more compelling than do so on paper or with traditional text books, plus it makes
the entire process portable and digital, letting civics study happen virtually anywhere!
 

U.S. Historical Documents - Innovative App for Annotating Primary Source Documents 
Perhaps the most flexible and powerful apps for
reviewing and studying important source
documents is U.S. Historical Documents.
Featuring a extensive library with important
documents from the 17th century to today,
virtually any and all documents which have
influenced American history and included in the
app.

While many other apps let you view and perhaps
bookmark these documents, U.S. Historical Documents lets you highlight, annotate, format or even take separate
notes with the copies of the documents themselves! These tools make it easy for students and teachers to focus
on key passages and phrases within context, thus making it easier to learn and study these materials of the past
with modern capablities.
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Using U.S. Historical Documents 
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Once the app launches, a list appears with all documents categorized by century. Under the documents list, a
toolbar lets you adjust and access some global options in the app such as general Settings, ability to add a global
Note to your document list, handy access to all Bookmarks you have made within the documents, as well as a
Search feature for searching within all documents in the application.

Once you click into any document, small green icons at each paragraph lets you add either a note or bookmark at
each paragraph or section within the document. A document toolbar at the bottom of the screen gives you
controls over the current document you have open such as enabling or disabling auto-scroll, add or edit notes
and highlighting within the document, access your document bookmarks, or search throughout the open
document.

Closing Thoughts on U.S. Historical Documents

With so many options and so much flexibility, U.S. Historical Documents is the de facto tool for studying historical
documents in the civics classroom. By adding the power of active literacy strategies to the digital power and
portability of the iPod touch, U.S. Historical Documents can make the study of ancient history a breeze using
modern technology!
 

GATHERING WORLD FACTS FOR LEARNING CIVICS 
In teaching American civics, a great deal can be gained by studying the governments and people of other nations
around the world. Doing this helps not only learn about the differences of other countries from our own but it
also makes it possible to determine the commonalities between our country and others from around the world as
well as how these nations influence our laws and way of life here in the US. As any civics teacher or student would
imagine and hope, there are even several apps on the iPod touch bring much information of about other nations
around the world just a few finger taps away!
 

2009 World Factbook - Access to the CIA Factbook on the Go 
For those teachers and students who want or
regularly need access to the CIA World Factbook
as a part of their studies, the 2009 World
Factbook is one of the best apps to have on
hand. Using an attractive, easy to use interface,
this app makes a extensive catalog of
information on more than 250 countries and
locations throughout the world right at your
fingertips!
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Using 2009 World Factbook 
To start with, the app's Locations section provides a handy alphabetical listing of every country featured. Once a
country is selected, an entry on that country's statistics is presented in attractive iPod friendly format. In addition
to the detailed info on each country, the app's Maps section provides convenient access high quality reference
maps for each continent which can be scrolled and viewed using standard pinch and zoom controls on the iPod
touch screen.

The Rank Order section presents information about countries using a full range of presorted lists of data such as
populations, births, deaths, and just about every other vital statistical category found in the CIA's Factbook. This
section is perhaps one of the best features of the app since it makes it so easy for students and teachers to make
comparisons and draw relationships between countries being studied and compared.

To make the app's content easier to understand, a handy Appendices sections provides explanations for all
abbreviations used in the app, key international organizations & groups, definitions of weight and measures, as
well as explanation of all terms, data fields, and categories used throughout the Factbook.

Closing Thoughts on 2009 World Factbook

With content updated every two weeks and all content which is contained locally within the application, the app
offers a host of useful features that make it an excellent reference and teaching tool for learning about world
history. While this application not associated with or endorsed by the CIA or the United States government, all
content that is included free to use in the public domain. Therefore, if teachers or students are looking for a
definitive, accurate guide to the CIA's worldwide data in mobile format for their iPod touch, the 2009 World
Factbook is an excelllent, convenient tool to have on hand. It can provide a wealth of current world information
for true anywhere, anytime access!
 

European Union Factbook and Quiz - Handheld Size Information on the EU 
For teachers who offer instruction specifically
about European nations, another excellent app to
have is European Union Factbook and Quiz.

Featuring much of the content from the CIA
Factbook for the European Union nations as well
as other valuable info on the EU, this app offers
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detailed facts about the EU members that present
the content in an attractive and easy to use
format which makes learning about the European
Union nations straightforward and simple.
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Using European Union Factbook and Quiz 
When one launches the app, the Members section appears, providing a simple alphabetical list of all member
countries of the EU. Selecting one of them lets one view a wealth of information about that country including their
Capitals, a picture of the Country flag, as well as information from Wikipedia and the CIA World Factbook in iPod
friendly format.

Beyond the individual country data, the Info & Maps section of app also offers detailed information about the EU,
including introductory information about the organization and the EU's History. Detailed maps in this section
related to the EU can also be accessed using just a few fingers tapes. You can also even play the EU Anthem in
this section of the app!

In addition to the wealth of reference data found in the app, teachers and students alike will especially like the
Quiz section, where one can answer questions about Capitals, Flags, Locations of a combination of all three
categories about the EU.

Closing Thoughts on European Factbook and Quiz

With such a convenient and simple interface, students and teachers alike who are studying European nations will
want to have this app on their iPod touch. Its presentation and usefulness make studying the European Union
even easier than is ever possible with a textbook for sure!
 

FINDING ENGAGING CIVCS AND WORLD HISTORY EACH DAY 
President Dwight D. Eisenhower once said "Neither a wise man nor a brave man lies down on the tracks of history
to wait for the train of the future to run over him." Without a doubt, his words lend themselves so well as to why
students must study and understand history each day. By knowing history, students unlock the keys to
understanding the present and future events of modern society.

Once again in aiming to meet this lofty goal of the civics or history classroom, the iPod touch can once again be a
valuable tool to make the learning of history not only timely but also engaging each day that books and lectures
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alone cannot. And as one would hope, "there is an app that!"
 

ThisDay - Today in History - History Facts to Go 
Clearly, one of the best ways to get students
involved in any civics or history classroom is a
creative and fun approach to the content being
learned. One way this can be accomplished easily
is with the mobile technology of the iPod touch
and the app ThisDay - Today in History

[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=307338296&mt=8],which lets teachers and students quickly
learn about some important and interesting history events on any given day.
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Using ThisDay - Today in History 
Presenting all information in a easy to read master list, the app divides its information in five categories: Holidays
and Observances, Today in History, Birthdays, Roman Catholics Saints, and Other. To start using the app, you can
browse from day to day using forward and back arrow, or directly choose any specific date you'd like to see using
a Date Picker screen. To make the app as lean and meaningful as possible, the carefully selected content has been
edited to include only interesting events which have been researched and verified by the author. Conveniently,
most entries also include links to Wikipedia. Wikipedia links open in a special formatted pages within the
application to make for the best user experience.

To start out with, the app's Holidays and Observances category lists not only national holidays as well as lesser
know holidays and observances as well from across the world. (These can make some great talking point about
the culture and traditions of society and where they have come from.)

Under the Today in History category, historic United States and World Events are featured. Beyond its holiday,
historic, and birthday data, the app also provides information on many significant religious holidays including
Jewish, Christian, and Roman Catholic faiths. These certainly have an influence in the civics and history of our
country so its great that they are included too.
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Finally, the Other section offers some scientific data for the given day including the equinox and solstice dates for
the Earth's seasons as well as daily moon phases!

Closing Thoughts on ThisDay - Today in History

While there are several "this day in history" applications avaliable for the iPod touch, ThisDay offers a wealth of
content and present it in a interesting, concise fashion. This makes it an ideal tool to use in the civics or history
classroom to reflect and refer to historic information about the nation as well as the world as a whole.
 

Video Viewing and Production on the iPod touch

Video Viewing and Production on the iPod touch 
The ability to view videos on iPods has revolutionized the field of mobile computing and the iPod touch is no
exception. From built-in apps, to browser-based streaming, to actual video production on the iPod touch,
multimedia is at your students' fingertips... literally. In this section of the exhibit, we will share of the very best to
get the most out of video on the iPod touch as a teacher or a student.
 

MAXIMIZING THE BUILT-IN VIDEO APPS 
Straight out of the box, the iPod touch is designed to create a multimedia experience that any student will thrive
from. The following built-in apps have direct video viewing capabilities.
 

YouTube Built-In App 
Searching for videos in the iPod's touch built-in
YouTube app is simple and slick. Once you have
found the videos you want to view, you can stream
them right to your device and use the onscreen
controls to enjoy the experience. For example,
students can pause the video for note-taking
purposes or quickly navigate to various points in the
movie. Not to be neglected is the ability to share
YouTube videos with others. Just click on the Share
button to send an email with the video link already in
it right from your iPod touch to your students. YouTube videos can also be added to your Favorites in YouTube
account (in iPod OS 3.0 version of the app) or as locally stored Bookmarks (in iPhone 2.0 version of the app) so
they can be accessed quickly with just a few taps of your fingers!

One way you may make best use of the YouTube app is to create a classroom YouTube account to which you
publish classroom-made videos. Students, families, and fans can use the built-in YouTube app to search for the
username and all videos posted by that account will quickly be ready for viewing.

New with version 3.0 of the iPod OS for the iPod touch, the YouTube app gained some added features which get
even more out of your mobile access to YouTube. The app will now let you log into your YouTube account so you
can access videos you have uploaded under a section aptly called My Videos. Likewise, you can also have
convenient apps access to the Subscriptions you have set up on YouTube, as well as Playlists you have created in
your account!
 

Videos Built-In App 
Publishing to YouTube is not the only method of
making movies available for viewing on the iPod touch.
Getting videos on to the iPod touch can utilize iTunes
for sharing student-produced movies as well as
educational content for an enhanced educational
experience by the students. Handbrake is one avenue
of converting DVDs for the iPod touch. Using this free
application is very simple. If you want to use this app,
a great tutorial by MacWorld can found at in an article
there called Convert video for any device
[http://www.macworld.com/article/135137/2008/09/convert.html]. This article talks you through the complete process of using
Handbrake on your Mac for DVD to iPod touch video conversion.

For QuickTime movies, you’ll find a solution for iPod touch conversion within iTunes. Just drag your QuickTime
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movie to the Library entry in iTunes’ Source list and it will appear under the Movies heading. Select it there and,
from the Advanced menu, choose Convert Selection for iPod/iPhone. Once you’ve added it to iTunes, it will
convert the movie to an H.264-encoded MPEG-4 video file, playable on your iPod.

A good practice for managing movies on the iPod touch in the classroom is to create playlists. Playlists can be
synced with multiple ipods and make organization of video content a snap.
 

iTunes Built-In App 
Not to be neglected on the iPod touch is the video
capabilities on board iTunes app of the iPod touch. For
example, video podcasts can be downloaded straight
from your mobile device or streamed through any WiFi
connection, just like the desktop version of iTunes will
allow.

This can be a great and time space saving feature if you
want students to view some video content from iTunes U
during an impromptu lesson in your classroom and don't
want to or have time to have them download the content on each device.
 

Safari Built-In App 
Content developers (often our students and class
projects and NOT just professional web designers!) may
want to explore Apple'sWeb Apps Dev Center -
Designing Content
[http://developer.apple.com/webapps/designingcontent.php], namely
the "Ensure a Great Audio and Video Experience"
section. This content tells one how to best prepare and
embed QuickTime content into a website for playback
on the iPod touch.
 

DOWNLOADING VIDEO TO iPOD TOUCH 
While iTunes is the easiest and prefer method to get video content onto your iPod, there may be times or a need
when one needs to download video content to their device while you are away from your computer. When these
situations arise, there are a few apps that can make video download over the air possible directly to the iPod
touch!
 

myVideos - Saving YouTube Videos Directly to the iPod touch 
myVideos
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=301983606&mt=8] is an app that allows you to download
a YouTube video directly to an iPod touch. Although its a
$4.99 app, there is a free lite version that can be used
for up to 5 videos can be downloaded from YouTube and
support for a total of 10 videos in the app's library.

This app can be an ideal solution if you need to
download and view YouTube videos offline whenever you
don't have WiFi access to connect to YouTube itself.
Additionally, the full version of the app gve also lets you create folders in which you can organize downloaded
videos as well as password protect downloaded videos and folders of videos
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iDownload - Downloading Videos Files Directly to the iPod touch 
iDownload
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=300063294&mt=8] is another handy app that allows you
to download any web-based file, even video files, directly
to an iPod touch. This app can be a handy way to browse
and then download a QuickTime video file directly from
the web to your iPod touch without needing to use iTunes
to sync it to your device. This can again be handy if you
need to download a video for local access and you have
only your WiFi connection to do it.

Besides, downloading video files, iDownload can also act as a wireless server so you can then copy the video file
back to your Mac or even share the video file with other iPod touch users who have iDownload installed on their
device!
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STREAMING VIDEO TO iPOD TOUCH 
When video content sync or downloaded to an iPod touch itself, it can still be viewed and access by streaming the
content to the device. While streaming does take WiFi bandwidth, it does not any room on your device's
drive...making it an easy way to view and share video with a number of iPods quickly and easily. Luckily, a
number of apps for the iPod touch allow video content to be streamed not only locally over a WiFi network but
also over the web using popular commercial web streaming services as well.
 

Air Video 
If you want to stream videos from your Mac or PC
computer through a local network, then Air Video
(Video Streaming and Conversion)
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=306550020&mt=8] is the app for you! This $2.99 app
requires a free Air Video server application to be
installed on the desktop "server" computer.

From there, an iPod touch can play any video without
actually copying it to the device. Furthermore, if videos
aren't formatted correctly for iPod touch viewing, Air
Video can covert them for you with one tap. Potential for using this app in the classroom seems vast since it
virtually eliminates the need for copying and syncing videos to student iPods if the files reside on a classroom
desktop and the Air Video app is installed.
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Ustream Viewing app 
Ustream.tv currently offers a free iPod touch app
which allows users to quickly view live streamed
video and sort by "Featured" and "Popular"
categories. Users can browse "Upcoming" and
"Archived" streams as well as watch live
broadcasts right on an iPod touch with a wifi
connection. A search field is offered in every
category, however it appears not to search every
ustream channel and unfortunately did not elicit
programming from a school ustream channel
known to have active videos available.

If the broadcast has the chatroom enabled then users can actively participate in the streaming media through chat
as well. Students learning as active participants in an event instead of just passive recipients is a model easily
achieved with the Ustream Viewing Application [http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=301520250&mt=8] and iPod touch devices in the classroom.
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Joost 
Joost [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/joost-free-tv-shows-music-and-
movies/id295977505?mt=8] is another popular streaming video
application for the iPod touch. Joost's description makes the
claim that the app is more than a streaming video search
engine. In addition to searching for popular videos, one can
find suggestions from others on Joost.

Although "Joost Picks" and "Popular" directly pointed to some
questionable content, Joost does offer the ability to browse
TV shows including a Historical channel where some
educational videos were ready to be instantly viewed.
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TV.com 
The TV.com
[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?
id=305094711&mt=8] app, from CBS Mobile, allows you to
search and access thousands of media clips from CBS
Broadcasting right on your iPod touch. While many shows
are popular dramas and dramas, some on television of the
most educational relevant programming include episodes
of from news programs such as 60 Minutes and the CBS
Evening News.

While it provides full length streaming of episodes from
many popular CBS shows, the app offer some additional tools that make it easy to use. For example, one can
navigate for content via the Channels section which helps to filter content easily. In addition, the app can also be
easily customized by allow own to create their own Channel of content using the My Feed features of the app.
Using this feature, one can flag video and create a custom listing of video content to be played back later.
Likewise, the app allow lets one mark videos as Favorites that can be accessed quickly as well.
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Truveo Video Search 
Truveo Video Search

[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=284639240&mt=8] is a free feature-rich video search
engine app, which is powered by AOL lets you search and find videos from across the Web, including all types of
online video including hit television shows, full-length movies, breaking news clips, sports highlights, music
videos, or the latest viral videos. Because it search a wide array of video sites, Truveo Video Search may be able to
find those hard to find videos that aren't on YouTube. Sites searched include NBC, CNN, The Disney Channel, HBO,
Discovery Channel, Comedy Central, PBS, MTV, The Wall Street Journal, Youtube, Dailymotion and more so if you
are looking for a specific video, Truveo video search can help you find exactly the video you want.

Some of the handiest features of the app are its Query Modifiers of the Search section which let you hone your
video search with ease and more precision for better results as well its convenient and clear define Categories and
Channel which also make find video content even easier. Finally, the app's ability to filter video content by run
time as well as email links of video files to other are also handy features that make this app a welcome app for
your video searching and streaming needs.
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PRODUCING VIDEO ON iPOD TOUCH 
The true power behind videos on the iPod touch is putting the power to create in students' hands. Two
applications are highlighted here which allow for student creativity and innovation in the form of video production
on the go.
 

Photo Show 
Photo Show (Slideshow) is a powerful app which
combines the ease of iPhoto and the beauty of Keynote
for creating impressive mobile photo slideshows. As
with most apps, the Help document within the
application is excellent for providing getting started and
operational information. Simply put, students can create
and organize slideshows with images from the iPhoto
library. Some of the great features offered by Photo
Show include the ability to add captions to each photos,
transitions and timings, background music, and
(iPhone-only feature) audio recordings (narrations) to go with each slide! Once the slideshow is created, simply
choose "Export this slideshow" from the app's main menu to send the slideshow to a server. Return to the Main
menu and click the "data transfer" arrow icon to find the address of the server from which to download the
slideshow from on your computer.

Not only does this application offer a simple, clean way of allowing students to visually share concepts, it also
lends itself to the teaching ideas of creating flashcards on the iPod touch for fellow students. (link to other page
on exhibit). The timing between flashcards can be controlled and the "answer" would be displayed across the top
of the iPod touch screen as a "caption."

For only $.99 in the iTunes store, this robust application is highly worthwhile for classroom use. Imagine a photo
scavenger hunt for geometric concepts where students are armed only with iphones. Students could collect
images, label them with corresponding mathematical terminology and share their findings with the world in the
form of a multimedia slideshow. No matter if for pleasure or pure educational purposes, creating videos with the
iPod touch is clearly as simple as.
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Spoken Motion 
Imagine annotating images from your photo library
while at the same time recording your voice to create
a movie file. With Spoken Motion

[http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=317777015&mt=8] (iPhone, iPod touch 2nd or 3rd
generation) one can do just that. Finished movies can be emailed to a teacher or class email account. Students
could annotate the parts of a plant cell, the process of digestion, or a route on a map. With an image of a book
cover, students could create a quick audio book review... or, better yet, create original creative stories with their
own graphics created in an art application on the iPod touch!
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Tubey 
Tubey (create & post a video to YouTube) is an application
similar to Photo Show which is also useful in using photos on
the iPod touch for multimedia slideshows. The main avenue
of publishing with Tubey is directly to YouTube, however
linking to a Blogger site and/or Facebook account is also
possible. Although Tubey Lite is free, the paid version costs
$4.99. Using the free version will result in the word Tubey
written across your slideshows. Tubey allows the user to
select photos from the iPhoto Library, add transitions,
background music, and audio recordings (iPhone only) and
mix into a slideshow to publish directly online.

One of the differences easily noticeable is the more complex interface, including the need to navigate back
through your photo library for each individual photo (as opposed to selecting an entire set of photos at one time).
In addition, Tubey lacks the ability to add captions or text on individual photos. When considering this application
for the classroom, it is imperative to consider the need to link Tubey to a YouTube, Blogger, or Facebook
account...something that our younger learners may not have access to or be blocked by filters. Still, the standard
for slideshow apps on the iPod touch for users to creatively produce multimedia content is just beginning to be
set. Tremendous potential educational implications are in store for the iPod touch's use in these ways.
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Using the iPod touch to Teach Math

Make Learning Math Fun & Effective with Mobile Technology 
While some may think high school or junior high math classes today still need to be relegated to paper and pencil
and rely on the use of a expensive, dedicated graphing calculator to boot, think again! Used effectively, math
instruction is something that very easily " rethought" using the iPod touch as a part of the instructional mix

If you look at many of the features that make the iPod touch so great: its responsive touch screen, its portability
for the go anywhere lifestyle, and combine it with some of the innovative applications that have been created in
the last few years for calculating and graphing data so easily, the iPod touch is the perfect device to make
learning math not only more enjoyable but easier and more effectively as well!. Best of all, all it requires is some
low cost or free applications on a device many students owe or have access to in their schools rather than a
expensive, dedicated piece of equipment that only serves a single purpose such as the modern graphing
calculator.

Below are some of the best apps and some innovative ideas for using to make the iPod touch an integral part of
today's math classroom. Using these apps and ideas, hopefully students and teachers alike will see that the iPod
touch can be one of the very best tools they have ever used to learn about math!
 

Graphing Calculator - iPod Touch Replacement for Your Graphing Calculator 
Since the graphing calculator is a required piece of
equipment in many math classrooms today,
Graphing Calculator is a simple app turns your
iPod touch into one, essentially replacing the need
to have buy one! Featuring a standard iPhone app
interface, it gives you a host of features in one
convenient place. Starting with its handy built-in
calculator, Graphing Calculator makes it easy for
student to enter and editing complex equations
using just the touch screen to enter data. If
needed, the Equations section lets them quickly enter any x value into the calculator screen for further editing and
evaluation.
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The Graphs section of the app allows students to see plot equations graphically. Taking advantage of the touch
screen, the graph mode can interacted with using pinch to zoom as well as drag & slide for scrolling the graph in
real time. The Graph mode also lets students see the exact (x,y) coordinates for roots and intersections using a
trace mode that is enabled just tapping on the graph with a finger! If a students want to see more the graph, they
can just turn their iPod into landscape mode for a more complete view of their graph. Finally, the Table mode of
the app let them see a range of values for the currently computed calculation.

Not only is the app is easy to use but it also currently supports many of the functions students need in high
school math classes which currently includes: log, log2, log10, ln, exp, sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh,
tanh, degrees to radians, radians to degrees, absolute value, square root, ceiling, floor and mod. A helpful,
concise built-in help is also available within the app to show students the ins and outs of the app's functionality
and features.
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Not only is the app is easy to use but it also currently supports many of the functions students need in high
school math classes which currently includes: log, log2, log10, ln, exp, sin, cos, tan, asin, acos, atan, sinh, cosh,
tanh, degrees to radians, radians to degrees, absolute value, square root, ceiling, floor and mod. A helpful,
concise built-in help is also available within the app to show students the ins and outs of the app's functionality
and features.
 

Math Ref Free - Math Notes to Go! 
Student may spend a lot of time in math class taking
notes. This can be a time consuming process for
students and teachers alike.With the iPod touch, one
way to avoid this situation is for the teacher to share
the formulas need that they already can have in their
possession! With a reference app like Math Ref Free
on their iPod touch, students can simply be directed to
access one of the over 350 formulas, figures, tips, and
examples of math equations and concepts that are
included. This free app includes access to almost all of
the major formulas and functions that students in most secondary math class will ever need such as those for
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Series & Sequences, Derivatives, Integration, Prime Numbers, and even the
Greek Alphabet.
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The app works by using a simply drill down listing to locate the relevant information by topic. Clear illustrations
are provided to make easy concept easy to understand. If a student or teacher needs to share a concept or idea
from Math Ref Free with someone else, all they need to do is take a screenshot and send it off in an email. It's the
iPod way of sharing math notes!
 

MathTasks - Intuitive Algebra & Geometry Problem Solver 
MathTasks is a great application for teaching and
learning about Algebra and Geometry without the need
for a calculator! The reason for this is because not only
does the app providing simple and quick access to the
most commonly used formulas in these math subjects, it
uniquely provides provide built-in solvers for using these
formulas right within the app itself!

Using a drill down approach, a student can easily to
locate a formula by subject and topic. Once the formula
has been found, variables can be entered and a Calculate button let them determine a result. Once calculated, a
standard onscreen dialog will appear in the center of the iPod's screen shows the result of the calculated formula.
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Many calculations are included in this free app with more being added with each release! For students in Algebra
and Geometry, MathTasks is a great tool to make their learning the content easier as well as quicker.
 

Pi Cubed - Innovative Mobile Equation Editor 
If students need to layout equations on the go, there is no
better app than Pi Cubed. This app (which also offer a
Lite version that is limited to five saved equations) is an
innovative visual math application that was designed from
the ground up to work on the touch-based interface of the
iPod touch or iPhone. Unlike traditional calculators, Pi
Cubed lets you construct, typeset, and instantly evaluate
mathematical expressions using an interactive menu
system the covers the entire screen.

The application's strength is that it allows students to lay out equations as they would be written on a piece of
paper, making even complex calculations easy to understand and follow! Common touch gestures, like pinch-
zooming and touch-based panning, make the process of entering and editing equations a very fast and intuitive
process.
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An internal database allow calculations to be stored for reference and editing at anytime and a wide range of
mathematical operations are supported, including logarithms, trigonometric functions, arbitrary roots, exponents,
and factorials. Perhaps best of all, the app has a Built-In Library with are over 150 built-in equations applicable to
many math, science, and engineering calculations. These equations are great because they can be loaded at
anytime make it even quicker and easier to build and evaluate common expressions.

Another great feature students and teachers alike will appreciate is Pi Cubed's flexible sharing features. Equations
can be sent via email in plain text as well as LaTeX format for inclusion in written papers or other publications.
PDF versions of the equation can also be generated in the app and sent via email for a graphical representation of
the formula. Lastly, if the equation can be charted, Pi Cubed can pass off its data directly for charting in Grafly, a
robust application for 3D graphing on the iPod touch! (Grapfly is discussed below in the next section of this
exhibit for this very reason!)
 

Grafly - Feature Rich Equation Plotter 
Grafly is a feature-rich equation graphing application that
provides an truly interactive experience for students. When
an equation is either entered into app (or passed from the
very excellent Pi Cubed or Pi Cubed Lite equation editor app
[discussed above in this exhibit]), Grafly will graph the
visible portion of the equation is real-time. In addition to a
live touch-based zoom and scroll environment, Grafly
uniquely offers gravity and tilt modes that use the iPod
touch's accelerometer to explore a graph simply moving the
device "around the figure" to view it from any angle!

Within its rich viewing environment, Grafly lets students see multiple, arbitrary 2D and 3D equations with full
shading and lighting for better inside/outside distinction. It also lets the have an unlimited equation history with
previous/next, delete, add, and edit operations for all equations within the app. While new equations can be
entered directly in the app or passed from Pi Cubed at any time, there is also 30 built-in sample equations for
learning and exploration.
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Within its rich viewing environment, Grafly lets students see multiple, arbitrary 2D and 3D equations with full
shading and lighting for better inside/outside distinction. It also lets the have an unlimited equation history with
previous/next, delete, add, and edit operations for all equations within the app. While new equations can be
entered directly in the app or passed from Pi Cubed at any time, there is also 30 built-in sample equations for
learning and exploration.

While exploring graphs, there are various controls for reseting the viewport by origin, orientation, or zoom level.
A handy calibrate feature is also available for easier viewing when using the gravity and tilt modes. For the most
immersive experience possible, the app also lets students show or hide the navigation tools to maximize the
graph to fill your iPod touch's screen.

Perhaps the most useful feature of Grafly is its ability to send plotted equations with a single button tap via email
for sharing with another Graply user on their own device! The sent graph can be downloaded from directly Mail
and interacted with immediately on the other device. This is great way for students to share work with a teacher
and then have the ability to correct it dynamically on their own device.
 

Quick Graph - Powerful, Free 2D & 3D Graphing 
For students and teachers alike who need to quickly
plot equations in 2D and 3D, Quick Graph is a powerful
app for just this purpose! The app, which include
support for the standard graphic coordinates: cartesian,
polar, spherical and cylindrical, allows up to 3 equations
to be visualized simultaneously, in either 2D and 3D
modes!

To start using the app, student can hit the plus button
to add an equation using the app's built-in calculator.
Likewise, students can use the Pencil icon to edit and evaluate existing equations in the app as well. Within both
Add or Edit Calculator modes, a small button in the upper left corner of each gives access to a Library where you
can access you own as well as some of the most commonly used equations.
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Once equations have been entered, the Plot mode of the app lets you view graphically view equations in
wireframe, solid and vertex visualization that can be switched by using double tapping with a finger. In the Plot
mode, equations can be added to the Library to future editing or review (by clicking the Folder button).

Graphs in Plot mode can also be examined closer using common pinch to zoom as well as drag to rotate and
move the graph in 3D. To reset the plot view, one just needs to shake the device. (In the Calculator modes,
shaking will clear entry fields.) Finally, as with many of the other math apps, the best way to share graphs from
Quick Graph is a quick screenshot and email of the resulting image.
 

Multi Protractor - Interactive Angle Measurement & Conversion Tool 
While it can serves as an attractive, digital
replacement of the traditional protractor, the true
power of the Multi Protractor app in what it can do
beyond measuring angles…convert angle
measurements to other units while it being used!
Using an intuitive, attractive interface, Multi
Protractor lets a student measure an angle in
degrees and then switch between other
measurements such as degree and radian, radian
and gradian, or even degree and gradian on the fly.

To use the app, a student simply uses a slider along the protractor to get the desired angle measurement (and its
converted counterpart). These will be dynamically displayed in the upper left corner of the screen as the slider is
being used. In addition to dragging the slider along the protractor to find angles, the app also lets one directly
input angles through an interactive in app keyboard.
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To provide an even more interactive experience, the app features optional audio feedback, the ability to lock and
unlock the slider, as well as snapping for faster, accurate measurements.
 

Polar Sweep - Intuitive Trigonometry Study Tool 
Polar Sweep is an interesting, highly interactive app
that allow students to understand the relationships
between rectangular coordinates, polar coordinates, and
basic trigonometry with a dynamic educational
interface. Using two simple sliders, students can sweep
through a circle to see changing values and helpful
diagrams related to right triangles for common angles.
In addition, the app introduces radians by showing
decimal values, common PI fractions, and degree
equivalents.
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In addition to its sliders for interacting with the app's content, one can tap into one of the fields for direct entry of
(x,y) or (r, angle) coordinates using the app's its built-in keypad. Overall, this app is a great little tool for students
who may need help in understanding cartesian plane quadrants and polar coordinates as part of their math
studies.
 

iPod touch for Meeting the Needs of Special Learners

Reaching All Learners with Apple's Mobile Devices 
While the iPod touch can offer engaging, exciting learning opportunities to all students, perhaps one of the
greatest ways the device can be used in education is helping those students who have exceptional learning needs
beyond their peers. As a capable and very extensible device, the iPod touch can become a powerful and useful
tool specifically to ensure special learners can succeed in any learning environment.

Considering its portability and ease of use, the iPod touch is an amazing device since it can easily be enhanced
through software to deliver many desktop computer functions in a mobile format. While these features have
traditionally been costly and difficult to implement even with traditional computers and equipment, the iPod touch
makes it easy and effective to deliver accessibility to anyone anywhere!

In this section of the exhibit, we hope to share some of the best apps for enabling and empowering students with
special learning needs. We hope to show how these can let the iPod touch serve these students in profound and
unique ways, letting them to use mobile technology to not only engage, interact, and communicate with others
but do it in ways they might not be able to do otherwise. Finally, good luck and please spread the word about this
resource so the ideas here can be spread and helping others achieve all they can in teaching and learning.
 

VoiceOver & Accessibility to Go: Third generation iPod touch Built-In Features 
Out of the box, the third generation 32GB or 64 GB iPod touches are the most accessible devices created in the
iPod touch line to date. In addition to including a microphone equipped headset, these units also ship with a
mobile version of VoiceOver, the built-in screen reader technology which ships with every Mac OS X computer.
This mobile version of VoiceOver was pioneered with the release of the iPhone 3GS and provides a truly unique
set of software features which make the iPod touch the world’s first gesture-based screen reader, enabling one to
enjoy the fun and simplicity of iPod touch even if you can’t see the screen!
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In addition to voice control and audio feedback when interacting with every facet of its mobile OS, the iPod touch
also features many of the Universal Access features found in the desktop version of Mac OS X. For example, one
can invert the screen colors of White on Black for improve readability and perhaps best of all, one can enable
Zoom which magnifies of the entire iPod touch interface making it larger and easier to see!

The VoiceOver features of the latest generation of iPod touches is a welcome and powerful addition to aiding
students with special needs right out of the box. Unfortunately, older iPod touches cannot and do not support
these accessibility features, even after upgrading to the newest iPod firmware. The point here is if you have
students with special needs who are using older iPod touch devices, it would be a wise consideration to upgrade
the device to take advantage of these features. This can be well worth the cost of a device upgrade since
equipping them with VoiceOver is one way let them leverage the true power of mobile learning right from the start
of using the device.
 

HEARING 
While the iPod offers a great listening experience and lets you easily limit or adjust the sound it delivers, there are
actually some apps which can turn it into a great device for hearing to so much more than music, podcasts, or
videos! Here are some apps for making the iPod touch a valuable piece of equipment to help those who require
assistance with hearing.
 

iHearClear - Simple Hearing Aid App for iPod touch 
iHearClear [http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ihearclear/id307596924?
mt=8] is a clever application for the iPod touch which turns
the device into a simple hearing aid. Using a "gadget-like"
interface, the app works by allowing one plug to an
external microphone into the iPod touch to listen to and
then amplify any sound that's in the distance. With that,
the iPod touch is now a fully capble, easy to use hearing
aid that's perfect for any student who needs to listen to a
teacher presentation or watching a movie more clearly!
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Using the app is simple, After you launch it, a Gain slider allows you to boost the volume which displays using a
decibel meter at the top of the screen. The more gain, the louder the distant sounds becomes! The app tends to
work best around 40 - 50 % gain.) Next to the gain, a Mute control can toggled at anytime to stop the amplified
sound from being heard. Lastly, the Info button offers an option to you auto enable Mute when the app launches
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as well as lists some useful tips using the app most effectively.

While iHearClear has dozens of uses in the classroom, it is a very cost effective way to provide the same
functionality as many high end hearing aids, but at a fraction of the cost! How great is it that for the cost of the
app (currently 99¢ and an external microphone), any iPod touch can become a hearing aid!
 

soundAMP R - Feature-Rich Hearing Aid & Recording App 
soundAMP R is an amazing app which turns your
iPhone or iPod Touch into a very high quality hearing
device but also an impressive audio recorder at the
same time! Featuring a unique and powerful multiband
dynamic processor, soundAMP R is one of the highest
quality and feature rich hearing apps found in the App
Store. The technology behind soundAMP is consistent
with the same sound processing technology found in
modern digital hearing devices, but is available at a
fraction of the cost.!
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Featuring an interface with over-sized buttons that make it simple to control along with high-contrast colors for
visual ease, the app works by using an attached microphone to capture sound which is then processed
dynamically to improve listening. To offer greater control over the audio being captured, the app includes the
abilities to tune, zoom, and replay audio easily.

When using the Tune controls for example, a student can adjust the sound for each ear using a 5-band graphic
equalizer with multi-band dynamics technology for a truly customized listening experience. Also handy and
unique is the app's ability to Zoom the sound being listened to. Using this control, a student can adjust the sound
for each situation: Zoom-out lets them hear sounds that are farther away, or if they are in a noisy place, Zoom-in
lets them focus more on hearing right next to them! Finally, the Replay feature lets them instantly replay the last
30 seconds of a conversation, lecture, or concert to ensure they haven’t missed a thing!

The R in the app's name comes from its ability to even allow for full-length recording of any audio it captures.
Using this feature, you can record, playback, and share everything you hear. There is even a bookmark option for
speedy review to organize, find, and playback specific parts of recordings quickly!
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In addition to a host of features, the app works with a wide variety of headsets, headphones, microphones and
Bluetooth headsets, and the built-in microphone of any device automatically becomes active when headphones are
used. Conveniently, user tips and a help guide are built into the app as well.

For an overall workhorse when it comes to using the iPod touch as a hearing aid, soundAMP R is one of the most
powerful and feature rich solutions available. If you are looking to enhance and deliver the best hearing
experience possible using the iPod touch, soundAMP R is the tool to consider!
 

SIGNING 
Being a visual device by design, the iPod touch is a perfect tool to learn as well as communicate in sign language.
This can be helpful for not learning to sign but also communicating in sign if you don't know the language or are
trying to show someone the language. Here are some apps to make sign language a language anyone can
understand and use thanks to the iPod touch!
 

Sign 4 Me - Interactive 3D Sign Language Translator & Teacher 
Using an interactive avatar, Sign 4 Me is a unique app
that provides full body sign language instruction in 3D
and is the only app of its kind to do so! Including a
library of more than 11,500 words, the app will allow
you to type sentences, phrases, words and even the
alphabet and have it translated into Signed English.
Conveniently, everything that is entered is saved in the
History section of the app and you can easily locate your
entries by date or alphabetically. You also can delete any
entries you don’t want to keep.
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To offer the ultimate in freedom to view and study as one learns or interprets sign, the 3D character can be
zoomed in or out and rotated using the common iPod touch finger gestures to give you the best vantage point for
every sign. There are also an onscreen control which can be accessed at anytime to speed up or slow down the
signing, turn on or off the looping feature of the avatar, or send the character to his “home” or default position.

While the app delivers sign language in Signed English instead of ASL, the developers note that the dynamic
translation from English to true ASL is a complex problem, just as translation from any language into another
would be. They are currently researching technology to make this possible.
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Overall, Sign 4 Me is an amazing product. While it is intended for the beginning learner or anyone with an interest
in learning signs, such as app is well suited for the classroom and certainly presents a great option for providing
better communication between the hearing and the deaf/hard-of-hearing by letting anyone use the iPod touch as
the translator in these scenarios!
 

The Finger - Simple, Cheap Animated Hand Signing App 
The Finger has been created and billed as an
entertainment app but can serve as a very simple but
useful tool in educational environments to deliver sign
language as well. Using the touch screen of the iPod
touch, one can pose, animate, and quickly playback
virtually any hand-based sign language with ease.
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Offering over 90 built-in hand gestures, the app works by using a highly posable 3D hand to animate and deliver
signs. The app also lets one convert any text into the letters of American Sign Language simply by typing.
Offering pre-built animations for pointing, expresssions, attacks, actions, school signs, the full American Sign
Language alphabet, and more, the app can be not only fun but a powerful aid in learning as well as delivering
simple sign language when needed.

Beyond accessing the built-in gestures which can be accessed and played back from a list, the app features a
custom Animation Editor where one can sequence poses together to build animations that you can also save and
playback later. For a simple, fun way to communicate in sign language with the iPod touch, The Finger is a very
cost effective and efficient way to turn the iPod touch to learn and use sign language in the classroom quickly
and easily.
 

SPEECH 
For those students who have difficulty speaking, the iPod touch can also be a great device to help out here too.
Since it even features a small built-in speaker (on the second and third generation iPods), nothing more is
needed, other than a few of simple but impressive pieces of software, to make the iPod touch into a voice for
learning!
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Talk to Me - Interactive, On the Fly Text-to-Speech Generator 
Among the easiest to use and most innovative apps for
text-to-speech for Apple's mobile devices, Talk to Me
is a very capable yet lightweight application which
makes text-to-speech a simple yet highly customizable
task on the iPod touch. Featuring a clean, simple
interface, all one needs to do is just enter or paste text
into the app and have instant text-to-speech in a
matter of seconds!
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Besides the basic entry and playback of text via a keyboard, Talk to Me is unique because of some of its features
for precise control over how the playback of text occurs. Probably the most unique feature that sets Talk To Me
apart from others is its interactive mode where the app can actually speak the words you enter as you type them!
This can be very handy for students that need to "converse" using their iPod and want to do easily with just a
simple, low cost app! To enable this feature, they need to do is launch the app, go into the Info options, and push
the slider "Speak Words as Your Type."

Beyond this interactive mode, Talk to Me also offers several other handy features such as a volume control to
adjust how loud the generated voice is as well how fast or slow the speech is read. The app can also be changed
to offer either a Male or Female voice for reading text. In addition to its adaptable playback features, the app also
lets you save any speech passage that is generated to an internal Library for playback quickly at anytime.

To make the app even easier to use, one of its feature is an option that can be used to speak whatever is in the
copy buffer as soon as the app is launched. Lastly, there is even a special bookmark that can be used in Safari
that lets you to select text from any website and automatically launch Talk To Me and start speaking what you
have selected!

For an impressive and powerful text-to-speech solution for the iPod touch, Talk to Me is a unique and flexiable
app for delivering a voice when one is needed whether in the app or beyond!
 

Web Talk - Mobile Talking Web Browser 
Web Talk for iPod touch is a unique web browser for
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Apple's mobile devices that makes it possible to speak the
written content on any web page. Using this browser, any
website can become a spoken resource, making is easier
to understand by anyone!
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To start using the app works by having one simply entering a URL and loading any web page as just as you would
in mobile Safari. From there, a playback button at the bottom of the interface can be played to start hearing any
audio that appears on the webpage. The app uses an "auto-discovery mode" to try to read back any text is can
find on the page. However, because web pages can be built in a variety of ways or if only want to read back a
portion of the text on a web page, you can also select any section of the webpage you want have read to you,
using the standard iPod touch "Copy" handles and control and Web Talk will then start reading the particular
selection immediately!

Beyond its simple ease of use, Web Talk also offers some powerful ways to customize it. For example, among
options include in the Info section of the app, you can use either a Male or Female voice as well as use simple
sliders to adjust the speaking speed and volume level that is used. Finally, there is also an option to "Auto Speak
on Page Load" where a website will automatically because being read once it loaded into the browser.

If you have a student who regularly needs to access web-based content converted from text-to-speech, Web Talk
is a slick and capable web browsing app to install on their iPod touch. With its always ready capabilities just a tap
away, this tiny investment can make a wealth of content accessible in a whole new way!
 

Speak it! - Solid Speech to Text Generating App 
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Speak it! is a high quality text to speech app available for
the iPod touch that utilizes the same voice synthesis
engine which was originally developed for the iSpeak series
of translator apps for Apple's mobile devices. Offering a
solid set of features, Speak It! is a fun yet useful tool for
easily generating and editing text-to-speech passages
quickly on your iPod touch.
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Using the app couldn't be simpler. Upon launch, a large text field lets a student type or paste the text they want
spoken. From there, just a press of the the “Speak it! button at the bottom lets them hear, the text generated as
speech. To offer a more varied experience, four high quality voices are included: American Male, American Female,
British Male, British Female.

Perhaps the most handy feature of the app is the ability to save as many text phrases as you would like in an
internal library, that you easily recall, edit, and repeat at anytime. This feature is perhaps the most important
since it lets you easily modify any text to be spoken without needing to retype or reload the text back into the
app!

Lastly, several other controls of the app also a fluid and simple experience to control its speech playback
capabilities. For example, there are Pause and Play buttons at the bottom of the main app screen which let you
stop and resume speech playback dynamically at anytime. Also, a Gear icon in the upper right of the app reveals
slider controls at anytime so a student can easily to change the volume level as well as the speed of spoken text.
Lastly, the Info button provide on board help and tips in using the app most effectively.

For a solid text-to-speech tool that lets you easily modify the text you want read, Speak It! is a worthwhile app to
avaliable on the iPod touch on any student may be unable to need assistance with speaking. In addition to
generating some of the highest quality speech on a mobile device, the app's interface also makes it both enjoyable
and easy to use by anyone regardless of their learning needs!
 

Talking Mail - Useful App to Convert Text to Email Ready Spoken Audio File 
Talking Mail is an interesting app that can also serve a
valuable aid to a non-speaking individual. What it does
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is allows you to type a message and have the message
spoken and captured as an audio file which you can
then email to someone else.
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Using an advanced custom text-to-speech engine, the app offers an easy audio alternative to conventional email.
To use the app, you start by typing or pasting the text you want to have spoken in the text field at the bottom of
the app's interface. A small avatar icon next to the text field lets you choose one from one of four characters:
Nick, Jim, Amy or Steve that a student can use speak whatever has been typed. After entering text and selecting
an avatar, the app then creates a "text bubble" above the entry field and speaks the text you wrote. These "text
bubbles" also serve as a library of any entries that have been made in the app and can be accessed and used
again at anytime.

Once of a text bubble appears in the app, tapping on it opens the Options menu from the bottom of the screen.
Choices of what you can do with the text include to deleting the entry, speaking the entry again, change the
avatar voice to be used, or definitely the most useful and helpful, email the spoken text as an audio attachment
to an email message!

Choosing the email option will create a new email message within the app and automatically attach the audio file
to it in WAV format! The email message and audio file can then be addressed and sent off to the intended
recipient.

If you are looking for a fun and useful way to capture and share text-to-speech audio, Talking Mail is a great app
that can deliver just this. For a student who wants to have a voice anywhere even in the often silent world of
email, Talking Mail can be a true tool to make email possible and highly accessible for sure!
 

MOTOR SKILLS 
For students have have limited mobility, use of the touch screen keyboard of the iPod touch, especially the
keyboard to enter data, may be challenging. Luckily, there are few apps which can make using the device possible
without Voice Over technology and without requiring manual input of information!
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Dragon Dictation - Powerful Speech to Text Technology for Mobile Transcription 
Dragon Dictation is a free, easy to use voice
recognition app for the iPod touch that is powered
by Dragon NaturallySpeaking, the most popular
software on desktop PCs for speech to text creation.
Using a simple one button interface, the app makes
it possible to just speak into your iPod touch (which
has been equipped with a microphone) and have
voice-to-text transcription occur on the fly.
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After dictating into your iPod touch, all words appear as text. The text can then be prepared using a single button
as an SMS, an email, or even copied to your clipboard for use in any other application on your iPod touch that
supports Cut, Copy and Paste! After text has been transcribed, the editing window is voice drive whereas you can
add additional words using a record button. Likewise, a onscreen keyboard can be accessed to edit the copy as
desired. Editing evens provides a list of suggested words for those that it cannot recognize.

For the fastest and easiest way to enter text into your iPod touch, Dragon Dictation offers a simple, powerful
solution. Using this app, there is perhaps no better way to enable and promote the ultimate in accessibility in
school!
 

Dragon Search - Voice Enabled Web Searching 
Using the same engine as Dragon Dictation for the
iPod touch, Dragon Search offers a fast, accurate and
slick way to search online content from a variety of
source on your iPod touch using just your voice. With
is this app installed, it allow the iPod touch to become
a voice enable Internet search appliance anytime
anywhere!
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Presenting the user with a simple button to start a search, all one needs to do is speak query terms to be used
and instantly get simultaneous results from a variety of top websites and content sources including Google (or
Yahoo or Bing, depending on your preferences), YouTube, Twitter, iTunes, and 
Wikipedia. To switch between search engines, the innovative "Dragon Search Carousel" allows you to quickly scrub
throug the results from multiple sources by using a dial like movement with the swipe of your finger.

For a quick, hands free, innovative way to search multiple sources on the web, Dragon Search delivers. Not only
can be a real timesaver but it also aid the student who otherwise might not be able to search so deeply or easily
using technology on any kind!
 

Vocalia - Enable iPod and Bookmarks Speech Access on Your iPod touch 
Vocalia is an innovative application for the iPod touch
which lets you voice control some of the other applications
on the iPod touch. As a helpful and innovative tool, Vocalia
can be very helpful for the motor challenged student by
offering a hands-free alternative for perform some tasks in
using the iPod touch without needing to use or enable
VoiceOver technology.
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When the app opens, it presents the user with three modes that can be used: Contacts, iPod, and Bookmarks.
These modes can be accessed using three button at the bottom on the screen and each of these modes features a
different color "eye" in the center of the interface that make it obvious which mode is being used.While Contacts
mode will only work on the iPhone, the app will work on the iPod touch and the other two modes, iPod and
Bookmarks modes, will work simply by speaking into a microphone which one has attached to their iPod touch.

Using the iPod mode, one can search for and play songs in your device's iTunes library by speaking some simple
commands. To use the iPod mode, one can either click the button for this mode or say "iPod mode." An orange
eye appears in the interface and the app begins "listening" for commands. From here, one can use any one of the
commands that scrubs across the screen to begin controlling songs on their iPod using their voice. For example,
one can say the name of an artist or group, and then listen to a song or an album automatically. (To use the iPod
mode, some advanced preparation is needed to use the feature work in Vocalia. In the iPod mode settings, one
"Import iPod Titles". This allow the app to read the iPod titles that are available and then launch them as needed.)

The Bookmarks mode makes it possible to search and open a bookmark in Safari. To use the Bookmarks mode of
Vocalia, one can either say "Bookmarks mode" or tap the third button on the main Vocalia screen. In the
Bookmarks mode, a blue eye appears in the interface and the app begins "listening" for commands. Upon saying
the name of the website, it will then launch and open in Safari! (As with the iPod mode, some advanced
preparation is needed to use the Bookmark feature in Vocalia. You will be limited to only 100 bookmarks these
must exported from a computer and uploaded to Vocalia prior to use. This is relatively easy and can done by
following the instructions from the developers website.)

While VoiceOver on a third generation iPod touch offers the ability to control these features on a device, such an
option is not possible on an older iPod touch and Vocalia can fill this voice by allowing some voice control
functions on older devices. Then again, Vocalia also allows handy, convenient access to some core functions of
the iPod touch without needing use or enable VoiceOver to do so! Either way, Vocalia is an interesting and
potential very useful app for those siutations when you are trying to help less mobile students using the iPod
touch more effectively.
 

MAC CONTROL 
While the iPod touch is a very capable handheld computer, there may be times when a special learner needs to
interact with and control a Macintosh computer. In these scenarios, there are some apps that may the task a little
easier and more efficient by letting them control part of the Mac from the touchscreen easy of use of the iPod
touch!
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WiFiControl - Perform Basic Remote Operations on a Mac using an iPod touch 
WiFiControl is a convenient yet powerful app lets you
control a Mac remotely using your iPod touch! Using a
series of buttons on the touchscreen of the iPod and a
System Preference installed on a target Mac, WiFiControl
gives a student the ability to send several key commands
and retrieve files from a Macintosh computer with just a
few taps on their iPod screen! This can be a handy app
for special learners who also use a Mac and are looking
for a very user friendly, simple way to remote access to
the most important functions of the computer!
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While the app is free, it does requires WiFiServer, a System Preference pane that must purchased for $9.99, in
order to allow the app to function. This can be downloaded and purchased from the developer
(http://tinyurl.com/wifiserver). Configuring the server is a matter of installing it and turning it on via a slider on
the System Preference pane.
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Once the server application is installed and configured, you can use the iPod app to do a number of tasks very
easily. To do this, one will need to open a connection to a Mac that has the server app installed. From there, you
can then start interacting with that computer. For example, the app will present you with several key commands
to control the Mac including shutdown, sleep, logout, and restart. Commands can be executed immediately, or set
to occur at a specified time. You can also cancel commands set for a future execution at anytime right from the
app interface. This can be very handy for students who need to access their computer but can't do it easily.

In addition to controlling the Mac with commands, you can also send text-based messages that will appear in a
window on the computer. These can be displayed, heard using a synthesized voice, or both. The app also offers
some basic file management and storage. Using the app, you can quickly search and retrieve files from the Mac
using Spotlight. Files can then then be saved on your iPod wireless for retrieval later. Lastly, you can also email
any file that you have saved to the device. Other interactive options of the app include the ability to take and save
a screenshot of the Mac and even take a snapshot from Mac's iSight camera that you can save on your iPod touch!

Overall, WiFiControl offers a very powerful level of control over a Mac using a very simple interface and a very
easy setup. For students who want or need the ability to control a Mac remote, this app is a very feasible way of
doing it easily.
 

Volume Control - Adjust Volume Level on a Mac via an iPod touch 
Volume Control is a nice little app which can
remotely be used to control the volume of any
Macintosh from your iPod Touch. The app is only a
dollar and only requires you to enable Remote Login
which is built in on any Mac OS X computer!
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To set up a Mac for use of the Volume Control app, you just open the Network System Preferences and enable
Remote Login option. From there, you can open the app, connect to the remote Mac with an authorized name and
password and then using a large slider onscreen. Using this simple control, you can raise or lower the volume of
the Mac OS X computer just by sliding your fingers your iPod touch's screen! You can even mute a Mac using the
simple switch control at the bottom of the app screen.

For those students who may regularly need to adjust the volume on their Mac for listening to music or movies
and don't have access to the keyboard, this app can be a perfect solution to include on your iPod touch. Best of
all, Volume Control requires no special software needed on your Mac!
 

iSpeak for Mac - Make a Mac Talk Using Your iPod touch 
iSpeak for Mac is an great app that allows you to
command a Macintosh to speak by using your iPod
Touch! Best of all, nothing is required to be installed
on the Mac. It simply works by leveraging the
Universal Access features of Mac OS X, which are by
VoiceOver as well as text-to-speech commands
found in many programs of Mac OS X.
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Using the app is simple. You just launch it and connect it to any Mac that has Remote Login enabled in its
Network System Preference. After connecting the app to a nearby Mac, you can then type whatever you want your
Mac to say onto your iPod touch. After entering the text, you can select one of the 24 voices found in Mac OS X
that you want to use to speak your text. Next, a student clicks on the Speak button and the Mac will read what
you have typed on your iPod touch!

Besides making it easy to use, the app also features some handy options to customize the experience. For
example, a simple slider near the bottom of the screen lets one speed up or slow down the speech rate of the
Mac. Another handy feature is an ongoing History, which can be accessed along the top right of the screen, which
automatically saves all lines spoken for quick retrivial later. There is also a section of the app called Saved Lines
where you can save and access favorite lines for quick retrieval at anytime.

Not only is iSpeak for Mac a fun and interesting tool but it can also be useful for someone is unable to talk and
wants to use their Mac to do so. If you are looking for text-to-speech beyond your iPod touch but using your
mobile device for conrolling that experience, iSpeak is a great solution for offering this.
 

Additional Resources

iPod Touch resources for educators 
Learning in Hand: iPods (Tony Vincent's resources for using an iPod Touch in the Classroom)

 http://learninginhand.com/ipod/touch.html [http://learninginhand.com/ipod/touch.html]

iPodject (Josh Mika's resources for using iPods in the classroom)

iPodject Home: http://www.ncusd203.org/beebe/ipod.htm [http://www.ncusd203.org/beebe/ipod.htm]

 iPodject blog and video presentation: http://ipodject.edublogs.org/ [http://ipodject.edublogs.org/]

Lisa Thumann's iPod Touch resources:

http://thumannresources.com/tag/itouc [http://thumannresources.com/tag/itouch/]h [http://thumannresources.com/tag/itouch/]
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Planeten Paultje's lists of iPhone applications for education:

http://web.me.com/planeten.paultje/Toepassingen/iPhone.html
[http://web.me.com/planeten.paultje/Toepassingen/iPhone.html]

iEar (iEducation Apps Review by Scott Meech):

http://www.iear.org/ [http://www.iear.org/]
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